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Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1965
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War In Vietnam Claims
Lives Of Two Area Men

Six employees of Gilley'sf "I told him that I would leave
Drive-In at 1023 S. Third at., after I finished my coke," he
came to court on Monday morn-I explained, "and the man said
inland testified that they called I would have to leave immedipIlire after Willie Rawls, 25, of ately.
920-B Latham St.. refused to "When I told him that I wantStake a seat in the establishment,
ed my money back, he said,
while drinking a coke. They al-!"You are not going to get your
one
,
so claimed that he held
money back, and you are not
hand in his right pocket and going to drink the coke in here.'
they all became frightened.
CALLED POLICE
When Mr. Rawls took the
stand in his own behalf, he told "I insisted on staying there,"
City Judge Bernie Weinman he said. and a few minutes
that he was surprised that all later two or three squad cars
of the witnesses had got togeth- came up, and an officer graber on one lie, and then proceed- bed me in the back of the coled to tell his side of the story. lar and shoved me out the
Mr. Rawls said that about 1:30 door."
Sunday morning, he wanted After the officers searched
some barbecue, and finding him and discovered he had no
other places closed, he walked weapon on him, Mr. Rawls said
into Gilley's and ordered a the policemen called a lieutenant, and he told them to charge
sandwich.
Instead of serving him on a him with disorderly conduct.
plate, he said the waitress Mr. Rawls was released on
wrapped his sandwich in alumi- $26 bond on Sunday, and was
nook foil, dropped it in a bag fined $15 when he appeared in
City Court on Monday by Judge
anti/landed it to him.
Weinman.
BOUGHT COKE
After eating his sandwich out- A call was made to the resside, Mr. Rawls said he went taurant on Monday afternoon,
back inside the establishment,: and a woman who answered
ordered a coke, paid 20 cents!the phone replied to a question
for it, and was about to drink'about Gilley's racial policy by
it when a man came up and stating, "No, we do net serve
said he would have to leave.
colored."

Two area soldiers, one a the first Viet Nam casualty in, that he had told them that there
Memphian and the other the St. Francis County, Ark.
was no need for them to worry
son of a couple living at Beth,' Mrs. Edwards said her broth- about the war there. On the
Ark., about 35 miles from Mem- er graduated from Mildred night he was killed, his mothphis, were among the casual- Jackson High school in Hughes er dreamed of his death.
ties suffered by the First Cal- in 1957 where a sister is now
IN SAME DIVISION
vary Division during its en- teaching, and enlisted in the: Mrs. Edwards said her brothgagements last week with the Army the following year. Ile er's body will be shipped back
was in his third enlistment at to Heth for burial, and that the
Viet Cong in Viet Nam.
I soldier will be buried in the
The victims were Specialist the time of his death.
Fourth class Melvin Fort, 23, Mrs. Edwards said her par-i Paradise Garden cemetery in
son of Mrs. Cleo Fort of 5007 ents received a letter datedEdmundson, Ark.
Wilburn st., and Sergeant Floyd Nov. 10 from their son, in which Both of the victims were staL. Reed, Jr., 27, son of Mr. and he thanked them for a package honed with the First Cavalry
Mrs. Floyd L. Reed, Sr., of he had received and also ex-,Division at Fort Henning, Ga.,
Route 1, Ileth, Ark., and a pressed his regret that he might.before it was sent to Viet Nam
brother of Mrs. Dorothy Ed- not be able to send them Chrisr in August.
Spec. Fort spent a two-week
wards of 246 W. Utah St., Mem- mas presents
She said their mother WAS furlough with his family after
phis.
Sgt. Reed's parents received worried that something was go- the division found out it was
a notice on Tuesday that their Mc to happen to Sgt. Reed and being sent overseas.
son had been killed on Monday,
Nov. 15, while Mrs. Fort was
Informed on Saturday that her
son was slain on Wednesday.
A graduate of Lester High
school, class of 1961, Spec. Fort
enlisted in the Army for two
years, was honorably discharged, and then went back after
he got lonesome,
WARNING LETTER
In a letter dated November 6,
Mrs Fort said her son told her
MISS DANDRIDGE'S DEATH MORE MYSTERIOUS THAN EVER
The death of Dorothy Dandridge, famed
ed what could hasp caused the death. One that conditions were rough in
actress and singer, was determined to be
long-standing frirml, Maggie, Hathaway, :Viet Nam, and "if we pull
caused by a drug called Tofranil, not nasaid Dorothy had always been unhappy and through .this, we will certainly
tural causes, as previously announced by
that her life and death paralleled that of be a good one."
She said that her son, who
the ',os Angeles County coroner. Friends of
Marilyn Monroe.
was serving as a communicaMiss Dandridge ducked for cover when asktions specialist and had to repair wires leading up to the
combat area, told her not to
tell his grandparents about how
Johnny Nash, the boy whoi the national charts, "Resuce
difficult things were in Viet
gave up the job of carryingMe."
Narq, and directed her to tear
other people's golf bags in Hons..; Fred Hughes will sing ''You
up the letter and throw it away
ton, Texas to take up the profit-Can't Take It Away." And Joe
after she had finished reading
able joy of singing his own and!Simon will boom out "Let's Do
it.
other people's songs all oven l It Over."
Mrs. Fort said her son asked
Thi
marriage lasted two her to send him some insect
the nation, will be the big-man- WDIA's nationally known peryears,
on-the-stage at WDIA's Good- former, Rufus Thomas and
repellent, foot powder and raAbout 10 years ago, Miss Dan. zor blades, and two days before
will Revue at the Mid-South Co- daughter Carla, will be on hand.
dridge met Jack Denison, a his death she mailed him a
, Carla has a new one called
on November 27.
white man. This "so-called mar- box containing the items he had
h's latest big hit is "Let's "Comfort Me." Daddy Rufus is
riage," as Mrs. Hathaway Put asked for along with summer
Move and Groove Together.o working well with a tune he
it. made Miss Dandridge even underwear and banana bread.
He came into the bigtime by wrote called "Chicken Scratch."
more Morose.
Theo (Bless My Bones) Wade
VICTORY IN CHARGE
way of the Arthur Godfrey! T
MISS Dandridge was unhappy
The victim's mother said
Show, where he was the featur- and Ford Nelson of the D I A
in this marriage because she that Victory Funeral home will
ed singer, and he has been staff, will emcee the gospel
felt treated "like a little girl"
hen
f th hod
singers.
n h
zooming ever since.
LOS ANGELES — Is it pos- —Her 20-year-old daughter, Mrs. Hathaway said.
Denison
to Memphis, and
Another top star for the WDIA On the popular half of the sible that Dorothy Dandridge Harolyn, who can neither speak acted as her manager and Miss it is returned
cemetbet7yial will be in National
show, with all profits going to show, DIA air personalities A. followed the example of other'nor hear.
Dandridge resented it, she addthe station's Goodwill Fund, C. Williams, who is the show's
According to Mrs. Hathaway, ed.
top glamor stars—like Marilyn
survived by three slawhich supports all Negro formal,director, Nat D. Williams, RobMiss Dorothy, who died at age The disappearance of her sis- He is
ters, Mrs. Bobbie Hodges, Miss
schoolboys baseball teams in ert (Honeyboy) Thomas, Rob- Monroe—and took her own life? 42, was unhappy even at age
ter
Vivian,
with
whom
she
had
Sherry Fort, 17, a senior at
Memphis and West Memphis, ert (Honeymoon) Garner, Bill And, in any case, why was 17, when she first met the sing-1
further mis- Douglass High school; and Sanfurnishes buses for handicap. (Youngblood) Terrell, Barbara she taking the drug Tofranil? er-to-be in a church near Watts, had a feud, added
life,
her
friend
'ery
to
Dorothy's
dra Fort, five, a student at ATurney, Production Manager
where Miss Dandridge then went on.
von Elementary school; and a
Robert McDowell and staff an- These were the questions that Dyed.
one
day
Vivian
Dandridge
brother, William Fort, who is
nouncer Rhett Powers will be had Hollywood buzzing over the Her
first marriage, to Harold simply "divorced herself from
employed at a downtown clothon hand to keep the acts mov- weekend—while most of Miss
Nicholas, at age 19, was made her family," leaving Dorothy
ing store.
ing smoothly.
Dandridge's long-time friends miserable by Miss Dandridge's unhappy ever since.
Specialist Fort was the grandCongressman George Grider,
ran for cover in refusing to dis- "desire to be a wife," not an Dorothy Dandridge's marriage son of Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mcjust back from an inspection
four
to Denison lasted
years Kinney, Mrs. Lula Wade and
actress.
trip to South Viet Nam, will tell,cuss her death.
the audience of his experiencesi Most of them said privately "She realty wanted to be a Mrs. Hathaway said. He didn't William Fort, also of Memphis.
her
funeral,
even show up at
IN SEVEN YEARS
at intermission time.
that they were mystified over wife and mother, but she was she added
A veteran of seven years in
Tickets are on sale downtown
'married to a man who did not
"Dorothy lived a life of tears. the Army, Sgt. Reed was the
at Goldsmith's, Paul's Tailoring, Hpme of the Blues, Carl And, too, there was the ques-iparticularly want this," Mrs: I can't ever remember her oldest of 15 children in a family
'being happy.
of 10 girls and five boys. He is
Carson's on Main Street and don of why the Los AngelesiHathav;ay said.
Poplar Tunes Record Shop.
coroner had changed his story,
on the Dandridge death cause.
The coroner's office itself
complained that press clamor
for an immediate "verdict" on
Miss Dandridge's death forced
JOHNNY NASH
it to give out a premature statewent on the cause.
ped Negro children and helps
The original report said Miss
many others who are hepless,
Dandridge died of an "embolwill be Fontella Bass. Miss
ism" caused by bone marrow
Bass, a St. Louis woman, has
from a broken toe entering her
a hit that is Number Five on
LOS ANGELES — Tofranil,
blood stream in a highly unthe drug which ended Dorothy
Dandridge's life, was described usual way
'
Curphey, the
Dr. Theodore
as an anti-depressant drug,
in coroner, said he would not atwhich, like all other drugs,
tempt to determine whether
dangerous, if overused.
to a spokesman the deathwas accidental or suiAccording
The annual United Negro Coltor the Drug Department of the c
Only one friend of Miss Danlege Fund campaign in the leges are mostly on a matching
American Medical Association, dridge was willing to discuss
Memphis area is off to a good basis and aids needy students
Tofranil, a relatively new drug,
actress' life, Maggie Hathastart with $2,000 reported at in paying tuition and assists
26-year-old Memphian de- is used to elevate a patient's the
way, a staff member of the
the kickoff meeting last Wed- colleges in erecting new buildtided to play Russian Roulette mood if he is depressed.
nesday night. TV goal this ings.
on the spur of the moment last The book "New Drugs," pub- Los Angeles Sentinel and a Los
"There are no federal funds
year is $25,000.
when a lished by the Council on Drugs Angeles County commissioner,
Sunday afternoon
friend showed him a revolver of the American Medical Asso- said she had known Miss DanReport meetings will be held available to help colleges in
that he had purchased a few ciation, says Tofranil should dridge for 25 years.
at LeMoyne College in the fac- their regular operations and
Negro
days ago in West Memphis, not be given with or soon after Mrs. Hathaway called Miss
ulty lounge on Tuesday even- this is why the United
valuable 10
Dandridge's life one long vale
Ark.
ings and the first is scheduled College Fund is so
any of the monoamine oxidase of tears. "It's another Marilyn
the 33 member schools," he
After spinning the barrel and
for Nov. 30 at 7:30.
inhibitors.
said.
Monroe story," she said.
winning when he snapped the
The initial $2,000 included
These inhibitors, in plain lan- The Los Angeles County comLeMosme last year received
trigger with the gun pointed at
$1,422 from the LeMoyne facul- $55,000 from the national UNother forms of anti- missioner listed several causes
guage,
are
his head, Jesse B. Osborne
ty and staff, $50 reported by
depressant
drugs
designed
to
CF headquarters although only
of Miss Dandridge's death:
of 1828 Keltner Circle, Apt. 5, make
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers and a $16,500 was raised in the Mempeople feel less "down in —Two unhappy marriages.
revolved the barrel and pointed
little over $500 received by Le- phis campaign.
the
dumps."
—A close friendship with Pethe trigger at a girl who had
Moyne for the fund since last Squire Lockard was presentof a
been watching. 'The gun did not Parnate is an example
ter Lawford which was never
December.
takshould
not
be
drug which
ed to the audience by George
allowed to go beyond that.
go off.
continue D. Clark Jr., principal of A.
will
The drive
After spinning the barrel en with Tofranil, "New Drugs" —Being made the "pawn" of
through Dec. 31, 1965.
B. Hill Elementary School and
announced, points out, since it has a dif- white managers as she worked
again, Osborne
ferent chemical basis.
Squire H. T. Lockard, gener- general chairman of last year's
"This one is for me."
her way up in the entertain-I
al chairman of the campaign, UNCF campaign.
He was right. The bullet "If the two are taken togeth- ment world.
called on volunteer workers to Others appearing on the
struck him in the head, and he i er, the combination can preThe disappearance of her
Willis, Is MfRe Mary Robinson, first run- be the first to contribute to the kickoff program were Dr. HolNEW "MISS SOCIAL BELLE" . . . Miss
Was pronounced dead ,tti arri- ' duce severe reactions, where sister Vivian Dandridge, which ,
ner np: and at the right of the picture, Miss fund. "Then," he said, "go out lis F. Price, president of Le.
Rosalyn Willis was crowned Miss Social
at John Gaston hospital tremor, fever. generalised con- followed a feud betWeen the twol
v
Cattle Crossley. second runner up. Photo and encourage others to give." Moyne: J. A. Beauchamp, R.
second aaalladilliSS
brought in at 4:05 in an vulsions, delirium, and death sister, not to mention "dis- Belle at the NAACP's
by Gene Robinson.
Social Belie contest, Friday night. Also apThe keynote speaker, Dr. W. J. Roddy and Robert M. Ratcould ensue," the book points agreements" between Dorothy
S.
Qualls comtiany
(See Story On Page 2) 1w. Gibson Sr., said govern- cliffe.
peaHng in the picture, to the left of Miss
and her mother Ruby.
lance.
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White's Chapel Nothing To Hide
School News In Tax Charge:.

Rural Communities Getting Loans For Water Systems

WATER SYSTEMS
i water loan assistance from the munity water and other facil- ed $79,500 from Farmers Horne
Lugging water from the old U.S. Department of Agrictil- ities and for farm purchase and' two Years ago to install a water
well for home uses may be overlture's Home Administration.
development from $200 million system
relatively soon for most rural The new legislation not only
Before that community obtainAmericans, as a result of re- raises the authorized amount of to $450 million, but it also auth- ed the loan, some the people
cent legislation which more loans Farmers Home can in- orizes grants for the first time there hauled water in barrels
than doublee rural community sure annually for rural corn- to needy communities to as- from miles away, others dug
sist them in establishing water
shallow wells for washing and
and waste disposal systems.
CAPT. FLOYD VISITS
scrubbing water, and paid chilof Wesley Johnson. She is a
Previously, no grants or loans dren 10 cents a bucketful to Captain Aubrey Floyd, safety
member of Metropolitan Baptist
were available for waste dis- bring driaking water from the officer of the Shelby County
Former Olympic track star 416,650.43 in 1961, a.4 $10,555.97
posal systems, and water loans hand pump at the town's aband- School System, visited a n d Church and holds membership
Jesse Owens will be turned over in 1962.
were limited to rural areas and doned railroad stations.
talked to a selected group of in v-rious religious, social and to federal Marshals Monday to
Owens who lives at 4800 Chitowns of up to 2,500 population.
students and Safety Patrol boys civic clubs.
SERVES 72 FAMILIES
answer income tax evasion
Now such loans are available
Mrs. Johnson is teacher of charges lodged against him by cago Beach Drives, is a partner
recently.
they
heard
about
FarmThen
Two Memphis businessmen, available to the Anti-poverty to towns of up to 5,500 people.
in Owens-West and Associates,
ers Home's water loans, orHe commended the patrol 3-2A and 4-2A classes at White's the government over the week- 61 E. 24th St., a public relations
Taylor C. D. Hayes and T. H. program.
Chapel. She has a pleasing per- end.
MORE THAN IN '64
interracial,
ganized
nonproan
good
job
they
for
the
are
boys
and merchandising consulting
Hayes, Jr. expressed a concern He further
stated, "The Insured loans and grants for fit association, raised $2,000 as doing. It was a pleasure having sonality and does everything to Bernard Kilenman, Owens atfor the Anti-poverty program
help her principal and co-work- torney, said he would accom- firm. He is also a disk jockey
water
money
and
is
waste
available.
disposal
Floyd
The
with
syspeople
Captain
us
the
and
down
we
payment
on
the
sysrecently.
on Radio Station WAAF.
pany Owens to the federal distems this fiscal year are ex- tern, and olitained the loan to hope he will find time again to ers.
Mr. Taylor Hayes, member need it badly. Let all of us, pected to total considerably meet the mu ainder of
We hope Mrs. Johnson will trict offices. "We have noth- If convicted, Owens could rethe cost. visit us.
aside
therefore,
our
misunpet
of the NAACP and the local
have mcmy more enjoyable ing to hide," he said, "and ceive a maximum sentence of
more than the $50,389,000 of last
MRS. WILSON SPEAKS
branch of The Tennessee Coun- derstandings and support the year which made possible the Today the system is serving
school years at White's Chapel. Owens will be vindicated of the one year in the federal penitenfive
white
and
67
Negro
be
families.
Freddie
happy
program
that
Wilson,
and
Mrs.
a
school
tary and a fine of $10,000 on
cil of Human Relations, refercharges "
sinking of deep wells and the
PTA NEWS
red to an old adage to express fine and capable person has piping of fresh water into 55,000 Many of these now have mod- Safety Officer, spoke to an asOwens, who in the 1930's won each of the four counts.
The monthly PTA meeting
and
ern
kitchens
complete
students,
bathgrade
operate
been
lower
selected
it."
sembly
He
to
of
Owens first became a star
his view.
four gold medals at the Olympic
was referring to Mrs. Ethyl H. rural homes and other establish- rooms. The association is repay- elovember 19. Mrs. Wilson's was held November 18, in the Games
in Berlin, was charged athlete as a sophomore at Ohio
He said, "If the mule gets in
ments in 388 communities of 23 ing the Government out of the talk was centered around safe- school cafetorium. Mrs. Genechosen
who
was
recently
Venson
State University, where, Int,
the mire, get him out" It does
va Haynes, president, presided. with withholding taxes on a
as Coordinator of the Memphis States. However, that was a residents' monthly water fees. ty.
estimated $59,024 he received as he broke three world reco
not say when, why or how," he
Final plans were made for gross salary during a four-year track and field.
and Shelby County Anti-Pover- marked increase over the $2,- Any rural community needing The talk will help our students
added.
000,000 loaned for rural water water and unable to obtain to be very careful at all times, the "Family Night", which will
ty program.
A year later, at the Olympic
period.
system in fiscal 1961.
"The poverty program in
funds for it elsewhere at reason- at home as well as in the class- be held December 3. Time — The
accusation was made in Games, Owens won four gold'
Memphis and Shelby County is, Mr. T. H. Hayes, feels that Many of the communities that able rates and terms, may ap- room. We thank Mrs. Wilson 8 P.M. All parents, patrons and
a four-count criminal informa- medals in the 200 meter run,
'in the mire," so, for the sake Mrs. Venson "has a wide an- will obtain loans for water this ply to the Farmers Home Ad- for giving such an eloquent ad- friends are invited to attend.
tion filed with the clerk of the the 100 meter run, the broad
of the people that need the gle view of the local poverty year and in the future will be ministration county office for a dress.
LIBRARY NEWS
federal District court by Unit- jump and anchored the United
help, let's get it out," he con- program."
similar to those receiving such loan or a loan and if needed a
SCHOOL SECRETARY
Our libiary is a very attrac- ed States Atty. Edward V. States' winning relay team.
He added, "Let us rally to aid in the past. Typical of the grant to establish a system.
tinued.
A school cannot operate suc- tive place. We have over Hanrahan.
In 1937, he graduated from
Mr. Taylor Hayes had refer- the cause as we await action past recipients is Clay, Texas, These offices are in 1,600 coun- cessfully without the help of a 1,500 books, magazines, daily Owens is scheduled to appear Ohio State with a
Bachelor Of
ence to the money which is from Washington."
a small rural town that borrow- ties across the country.
school
secretary.
is
Our
good
papers, periodicals and refer- at 10 a.m. Dec. 6 before Judge Arts Degree.
very proud as well as happy ence books to read.
Joseph Sam Perry.
From 1955 until he resigned
to have such an efficient person
Mrs. Lela B. Rolfe is our In the charges, Hanrahan in- in 1961, Owens was coordinator
to assist our principal with his capable and
efficient librarian. dicated that Owens earned $12,- of youth activities for the Illiadministrative work.
She works very hard to have 969.52 in 1959, $18,848.87 in 1960, nois Youth Commission,
She is Mrs. Dorothy B. Far- available resource
materials
well, of 3403 Chapel Road and for all of us.
Schedules are
the wife of Richard H. Farwell, planned so that all
students can
Jr. They are the parents of two attend the library
regularly.
lovely girls.
Our secretary is a graduate
of Booker T. Washington . High
School and Henderson Business
College. She is at the present
taking an advanced course in
NEW 'MISS SOCIAL BELLE' gan by Mrs. Charlotte Balls
IBM work.
Miss Rosalyn Willis. daughter Polk, Mrs. Cornelia Cren411111,v
Mrs. Farwell is a member of
of State Representative and was the narrator.
the Bethlehem Baptist Church
Mrs. A. W. Willis of 881 Mis- Some $5,000 was estimated as
of which Rev. Q. C. Billups is
sissippi blvd., was crowned the net proceeds from the afpastor. She is active in several
"Miss Social Belle" in the sec- fair.
religious and social organizaBOSTON — (UPI) — Blind ond annual contest sponsored
tions.
Our secretary works very Blues singer Ray Charles plead- by the Memphis branch of the
hard daily to keep school rec- ed guilty in U. S. District NAACP to raise funds for its
ords up to date. All love her Court to a charge of illegal pos- "Freedom Cause."
and pray that she will continue session of marijuana. Judge The affair wss held in Club
Order by Phone
George C. Sweeney deferred
to be an asset to the school.
Paradise with Miss Carla Allen,
sentencing for a year.
Immediate
STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
winner of the title for 1964, and
The spotlight is on a lower The 34-year-old entertainer Miss
Janet Horne, first alterDelivery
grade student. She is little Miss was arrested here more than a
nate to Miss Allen, reigning
Maytag's Halo of Heat surrounds
year
ago
Big capacity round porcelain tub,
when
he
flew
in
from
Gwendolyn
Jones,
who
is
the
round
porcelain
capacity
tub,
Big
over this year's contestants,
clothes with gentle even heat,
*Ora large wringer rolls, I firm, 1
I daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Canada for a concert. He later
extra larg• wringer rolls, I firm, I
ending hot :Oh. Big capacity
was indicted on the narcotics As the new "Miss Social
flexible, adjust to all fabrics. SediCharlie
Jones
Mrs. Ruby A. Williamson,
of
I
4744
Dodd
flexible, adjust to all fabrics. Sedicharge, to which he pleaded Belle," Miss Willis was pre- wife of Rev. E.
porcelain coated drum won't
ment trap captures dirt, powerful
Road
W. Williamson,
ment trap captures dirt, powerful
innocent
last
March.
snag, zinc coated cabinet pro.
sented the $100 first prose. A. pastor of Olivet Baptist Church
agitator action.
Gwendolyn is a 3-1A student
agitator action.
tided against rust.
I of Mrs. Lela B. Rolfe's class. In changing the plea to guil- Maceo Walker, a member of will be the Woman's Day speakShe is an honor student and ty, Charles' attorney told the the sponsoring Kappa Alpha er at 3 p.m., Nov 28, at Taberpossesses a very pleasing per- court his client was attempting Psi fraternity, accepted a sim- nacle Baptist Church, 1662 Kensonality. Much success to Gwen- to rid himself of the drug habit ilar award as the sponsor of the dale.
and had not taken any narcotics winning contestant. The winner Her speech will
' dolyn.
be in keeping
TEACHER OF THE WEEK for the past six months.
was announced by Criminal with the Woman's Day theme,
ade
"Christian Women in a ChangThe teacher of the week is He said Charles was volun- Court Judge B. L. Hooks.
Mrs. Linnie M. Johnson of 337 tarily undergoing treatment at
TRIP TO L.A.
a
California
hospital.
East Trigg Ave., who is the wife
As part of her prize, Miss
Pending final disposition of
Willis will receive an all exthe case, Judge Sweeney allowpenses paid trip to Los Angeles
ed Charles to remain free in
Ushof board, Deaconess. ELMO personal recognizance. in July 1966 as a member of
Memphis delegation to the
Mother of Church,
During the one-year contin- the
Nurses, Missionary,
Convention.
uance, Charles may be ordered NAACP
Prayer bond
, to report to Boston at any time The first alternate was Miss
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton, 'for examination
by court-ap- Mary Robinson, daughter of
Poplin, Sixes 5 to 52
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Robinson
Long.Shut and We Sleeene pointed physicians.
Charles, a resident of Los of 1111 Bammel Ave. She was
SAOGES FOR USHERS
ARO ORIANIZATIONS
Angeles, was arrested at Lo- sponsored by the Barbers'
gan Airport Oct. 31, 1964. Cus- Charity club and the 40th Ward
Lowest Prices Awlieble
MUTE FOR FlIEE CATALOG r7 toms agents said he had a Civic club.
quantity of heroin and Her prize was $75, and reSPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS Ismail
701 11St.,11.1. as Whitehall St., SW. m a r i'j u a n a, a hypodermic ceiving a prize of $75 for the
Washin ton 2,12C- Atlanta 3, Geotoin needle and a medicine dropper sponsors was Mrs. Alma Ward,
in his possession.
president of the Barbers' Charity club.
SI.J REPRESENTATIVE
Miss Callie Crossley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Crossley of 351 Fay Ave., was
RUBY WILLIAMSON
the second alternate.
downtown and union /M..
She was sponsored by the ing World."
Southern University Alumni The members of the chi(
Association's -Memphis chapter have planned an intere
A/02
.14702
and the local chapter of Jack program for the aftern .
Maytag dependability, for a
Still in small-budget class 6
Special soak cycle tor heavily
appearing on the program
and Jill of America.
fashion specialists in sires
low-budget price. Large load
wash cycles, 2 speeds for all
wiled clothes. Fabnc softener
Capacity. Clothes-brightenint
A prize of $50 was given Miss will be Mrs. Bernice R. Cole
fabrics. Cold water wash. Pordispenser. Lint filter agitator.
18 to 60 and 161/
1
2
2 to 32/
as
devotion leader, Mrs. LouGyrafoam washing action.
celain enamel top ant
Crossley, while Mrs. Allegra ise
Water level control.
Polk and Mrs. Eva BlakeTurner was presented a simi- more as
soloists, Mrs. Mary
lar award for the sponsors.
Lee Hill as mistress of cereRAISES $5,000
monies and the
Mt. Sinai
Miss Willis was presented her Baptist church and
Walker
crown by Miss Allen, the retir- Memorial Baptist
church woing "Miss Social Belle," who is men's choruses.
a student at Memphis State The
women of Tabernacle
university.
Baptist Church cordially inThe affair began with a solo vite the public
to their Woby Elmer Harrison, one of the man's Day
Observance proescorts, accompanied at the or- gram.

Owens' Lawyer

Hayes Brothers Voice
Concern Over Poverty

•
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Maytag Wringer

Maytag Wringer

Maytag Halo of

WASHER
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HEAT DRYER

Rosalyn Willis Crowned
'Ray'Pleads '65 'Miss Social Belle'
Guilty On
Dope Charges
Pastor's Wife
To Speak At
Tabernacle
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UNIFORMS

DEPENDABILITY
6 great washers...with different features but
all with the same famous Maytag dependability

0

Chelsea collared

48

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

cotton knit

18.00

.e1zes.16% d.022%
A102
loaded with work-saving
extras at modest price 2
speeds New soak cycle latiroc
softener dispenser. Metered
till.

A102

A70?

Custom features.Pre-wash and
soak cycle with automatic
advance into regular washing
cycle Automatic bleach dispenser.

1

Ultimate in washing ease.
Push the button in this automated Maytag that matches
the load, and the washer does
the test automatically. New
softener dispenser and automatic bleach dispenser.

Starts as low as $188
Both Stores Open 8 A.M. 'o 9 P.M. Daily

ACEAPPUANCE CO.
F

cgot
7

DA I5y J

A.IO2 Wilt1 Trod.

wonderful Mid-South
cotton, double knitted,
and fashioned into
e two-piece flatterer ...
the textured knit in
pastel co/on will take
you through the Holidays
and info Spring . choose
bright turquoise or
winter wilde.

R. G. Kinkle

Phone 324-4406

L. E. Gatlin
Plenty of Fro. NA mg

27
One Big Week!

SUDDENLY....I REALIZED I WAS BEING USED!.

19
19
19
CI

Inenoktelloo
11061011,6111 %ATOM

NO
MONEY
DOWN!

MAIL ORDRIbli: add SOn
Puatuae Plus 4% for Ten'wt./re delivery.
HOW DO YOU
DESCRIBE A
MOVIE Like

--AN" CO.'

3431 Summer
84444men National S eflohitoid

Starts Sat. Nov

19

WHrTEHAVEN
4255 Hwy. El s
Phone 396-0995

STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN
UNION AYE.

•
•

44 S. MAIN
1912 UNION

•
•

$21-4424
274-2065
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NEW MIT SONGS 'MY SOUL RUNS NARED"—"ONE ON EVERY CORNER"
presented by M. A. RIPPS • Ontribeted by Cie.w. DenbOr •
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"HERCULES AGAINST THE MOON MEN"
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iiikGIFTS FOR VIETNAM — The Future Homemakers of America of Carver High School participated in the Vietnam Christmas Drive by sending boxes containing cookies, fruitcakes,
razors and blades, handerchiefs, socks, face cloths, towels,
chewing gum, soap, games, toothpaste and brushes, cigarette and matches, and paperback books collected by the
faculty and students at Carver. Seated here with the gifts
left to right are: Sandra Grant, Annie Miller, Toni Hooker,

ORGANS• PIANOS

USED!.

Country Club To
Reopen On Dec. 3,

Reed Sees Joke

LeMoyne Is Closed
For The Holiday

1517

1957 FORD 4 or
1959 CHEVROLET4 or

'ov 27
eek!

Father-Son integrating Minds Vital
Night Observed
At Lincoln Jr. Says College Educator

Va. —!there were none, except per- secretary, on the recent apA Father-Son Night was ob- LAW RENCEVILLE,
As essential as it is to inte- haps for those which portrayed pointment of Hobart Taylor as
served last Tuesday night at
Negroes in an
unfavorable a director of the powerful ExThe 1965 "Toys for Tots" 'Calif.
that time Marine NASHVILLE — Hundreds of Center at 8:30 Thanksgiving,
grate the schools, it is at least
the Lincoln Junior High school,
'light."
port-Import Bank. Said Mr.
campaign got off to a jet start Corps Reserve units throughout Tennessee State university I morning. Following the football'
as
I to integratethe minds
Dr. Jones praised the Johnson Moyers:
and it was the second big event
this week when Lieutenant the United States have spon- alumni and
former students game between Tennessee State staged by the Parent Teacher also" of American students, de- Administration for leveling bar"As these positions come up,
Colonel Grover S. Stewart, Comsored this annual toy collecting will journey here for Home- and Central State, the Home- Association for the year.
clared Dr. M Boyd Jones, pro- riers of race, national origin, the President
manding Officer of the Marine
wants to fill them
coming Dinner will be held in
campaign.
mathematics
fessor
,sex,
at
of
or
Norreligion
coming festivities Thursday-Friin making ap- with people with experience.
Air Reserve Training Detachthe University Cafeteria.
The
theme
for
the
program
College
an
State
pointments
in
(Va.)
folk
to
day,
government
Nov. 25-26.
posts. training and ability to serve the
Although the drive was offiilkent, officially opened the toy
Small parties, receptions, and was "Responsible Parenthood," address at Saint Paul's College.
In that connection he quoted United States. Hobart Taylor
Wiection drive on November cially opened Monday, the Ma- Alumni Secretary, idra. other gatherings will follow with Rev.
E.
L.
Brown,
pastor
Bill
rine
Air Reserves have already Gladys Burgess Adams, an- dinner and the traditional
Moyers, presidential press has the qualifications."
I lir. Jones spoke during the
15.
of Greenwood CME church, as annual observance of Achievegathered a large quantity of nounces that classes 1936-1946- Homecoming
Dance in Kean the speaker.
The Marine Corps Reserve
toys. As can be expected, many 1956 will be holding their formal Hall gym when Jetty Butler
undergradment Week by the
and
"Toys for Tots" program was
of the toys are broken or need reunions during the weekend. the Shirelles
with Jamo Thomas Other items on the evening uate chapter (Epsilon Gemme)'
started in 1947 in Los Angeles,
a general overhaul. To expedite Festivities begin with a pep and Orchestra
of
the college and the graduate
will entertain. agenda were a panel discussion
,chapter of the college and imthe repair and refinishing of rally on Wednesday night spon- The annual Benefit
a.
Bridge for fathers and sons, free remediate area (Omicron Omega
toys, the Marine Air Reservists, sored by the Student Council Party will be
held Friday, Nov. freshments and a question-andduring their off-duty hours, under President Levi Watkins, 26, in the Student Union
The speaker prefaced his re-j
Lounge.,answer period.
ference on "integrating minds",
CDROANt-st STUDIOS have established an assembly Jr. Campus areas will be dec- Proceeds will go to the Alumni
line type operation.
MWMP.
116,-NENIN.
orated for the occasion.
Mrs Ernestine Young, presi- on a published observation of:
Student Loan Program.
•
Gunnery Sergeant Virgil W. Grads and former studentsi
:dent of the PTA, said a check Whitney Youn g, executive
Whitehead, Marine Air Reserve will join ,in the "Ma-Pa-Lum" .
would be made to determine director of the National Urban
"Toys for Tots" Campaign Breakfast in the Walnut Room
the class which had the largest League. Young had polded out,
Chairman, supervises all phases I of the Women's Residence
number of fathers present, and that only one in ten recently
that a prize will be given it. published books for children1
SALES•SERVICE• RENTALS of the operation.
contained pictures of Negroes.
•
Remember, those old toys cola
Members of the now defunctl Oliver J. Johnson is princi- "Young Americans," said Dr.'
lecting dust in your attic couldl
Phone
Windermere Town and coun-1 pal of the school.
Jones, "are inspired to read amake a brighter Christmas for, Willis Reed.
the capable New try Club have met several times.
632-4637
bout the accomplishments of
some little child. Toys to be York
Knickerbocker center, has recently. They have formed the
other Americans, no matter of
given to Memphis needy chil- a keen sense of humor.
Lastl
Acres
Alcy
Town
Country
482 S. Perkins Ext.
and
;
what race." Even so, he condren may be donated by calling year his 3-year-old son
climbed ; Club.
tinued, one book in ten is an im• 872-1711, Ext. 379.
into Willis' car. found it in: Joseph Westhrook. the newly
provement. "A few years ago,
gear, and took off. The car elected chairman of the Board
moved about a yard before it of Directors. is announcing a
JUST A HAPPENSTANCE
struck Mrs. Reed in the side reopening party for Friday
gently, and came to a halt. I night December 3. The affair Thanksgiving recess is under
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Willis, noting that his wife is the only one planned for way at LeMoyne college. Buildings will be closed Thursday The ponderous machinery of
wasn't hurt, shrugged
his, members and their local guests.
bureaucracy may be slow, but
shoulder and said, "It's not my At all other times the club will and Friday of this week.
it knows how to get started
fault. I told that kid to be care- be open to members and out-of- Classes
4 Dr. Red 8 White
resumed
will he
Mon on the right foot.
ful when he drives."
town guests only.
day morning.
The Public Housing Adminis.
4 Dr. Red & White
tratloa (PHA) issued its first
press release as part of the
Ester Day Festival
week-old department of HousBlack 8 White .
ing and Urban Development.
Hall
Held
The release announced approv•
4 Dr. H. TOP Brown
The Order of the Eastern al of a Federal Housing loan,
Star PHA is observed an Cs which by strange coincidence
ter Day Festival, on Friday. went to Johnson City, Tex..
Nov. 19, at 6 P.M. in the rec- President Johnson's hometown.
NO MORE LUGGING WATER FROM WELI. — For Mr.
reation room of the Masonic
A spokesman cleared his
and Mrs. C. A. KeVey of Clay, Texas, lugging water from
THE FINEST SHOES
Temple, 198 So. Fourth.
throat and said, "the announcethe old well (at bottom) is a thing of the past, since the
to
be
on
ment
happened
just
affair
sponsored
by
The
was
,
THAT CAN BE MADE
Farmers Home Administration of the U. S. Department of
the OES Union with Mrs. Nel- I top of the typist's pile. Her priAgriculture made their interracial, nonprofit water associa•
4 Dr
lie J. Osborne as chairman.
Jnary concern is neat typing.
lion a $79,500 loan to establish a water system. At top.
, All brothers and sisters of She couldn't care less about
top, Mrs. Kelley is shown in her modern kitchen washing
the OES were invited.
polities."
or. Blue
dishes. Five white and 67 Negro families in Clay benefit
from the water system. Government financial assistance
for establishing community system and other purposes has
4 Dr
$695
more than doubled, as a result of reeent legislation. Applications for loans may he made at county offices of the
Farmers name ,AdmInistration. USDA Photo
Dr. Blue
--

1959 BUICK

Tabernacle
ordially in. their Wovance pro-

gro College Fund campaign in the Memphis area. squire
Locker(' called on all Memphians to contribute to UNICE
which aids 33 member colleges, including LeMoyne.

-r
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1959 OLDSMOBILE 4 or.

the chilli
intere
aftern
.
e program
.ice R. Cole
, Mts. LouEva BlakeMrs. Mary
ess of cereMt. Sinai
nd
Walker
church wo-

KICKOFF FOR UNCF CAMPAIGN — Volunteer workers
gather around General Chairman II. T. Lockard to receive
campaign kits at kickoff meeting for the annual United Ne•

Marines To Collect Hundreds Expected
Toys For Needy Tots ForTSU Homecoming

1957 CHEVROLET
1957 CHEVROLET

AMSON

Dora Taylor. and Joanne Wilks. Standing same order are:
Barbara Jackson, Vicki Miller, Miss Carole A. Jamison,
advisor; Betty Campbell, Linda Grandberry, Patricia A.
Jones, Ella Davis, Sandra Odoni, Mrs. Marie Ilarris, advisor; Helen Stampley, Della Brown, president of senior
FHA, and Brenda Smith. Not shown is Barbara Wooten,
president of tne junior FHA.

1959 DODGE
1957 CHEVROLET 4
1959 BUICK

1960 PONTIAC

4

1959 CHEVROLET 4 Dr. Impala
1960 PLYMOUTH

4 Dr. Real Sharp

$595
s695
$595
5595
$495
$695
5645
$695

At Masonic

c)InlrhLVA CRAVNON

s895
s895

20th Anniversary Issue of EBONY

S695

1958 CHEVROLET 4 Dr. Blue

$445

1959 OLDSMOBILE 4 Dr. Double Sharp ...

$595

1960 CHEVROLET 4 Dr. Nice

$695

1955 FORD 4 Or. Blue, Real Nice

$495

Cleanest Older Cars In Town. All Are
Most Completely Equipt. Including
W.S.W. Tires, Autom. Transm. Etc.
YOU WORK, YOU RIDE - REGARDLESS
TO PAST BAD CREDIT - COME IN FOR
THE BEST FASTEST DEAL IN TOWN

BELLE VUE

AUTO SALES
1517 4111'):
1 11!: 948.1 591

20 Years Of

NEGRO f
PROGRESS

See Lea King
For Your
Stacy Adams laws
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RACK er
DOWN

5.33oo
Finn

and-craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry
through many seasons.

Tfli

Kr

you

BEASLEY.JONES • RAGLAN

99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

MY LIFE WITH LENNIE Race Problems
by Lena Horne
lens Horne in her
own words tells
how "marriage in
a goldfish bowl"
can be happy and
enduring love
knows no racial
barrier!

In Great Britain
Colonialism is dead and
apartheid is finished.
What's in the future for
people of dark skin in
Britain? A grim report.

Start your wa drob• today,
with b•outi•u I plaids in
Sport Coats a d Rants, that
would stab. a •party outfit.

You'll wear Sisey-Adams Shoes Or
Tears—knowing they're the finest you can buy.

During the past 20 years,
American Negroes have scored
the greatest gains in their 300
year history. EBONY records
this progress, year by year,
and shows how court decisions
have, at times, been followed
by spectacular armed conflict.

BLACK POWER

..,
rf.i
Today-start your layaway plan for holiday items at Fort.
n•r Clothier. Clothing for th• whole family, only a few
dollars, per w••k will start your layaway or charge.
w
Come today & sire our smartest selections In clothing for
nose, warn., a. children. Wit we corns your burliness, with
Courteous ••rvic•.

by Loren* Bennett Jr.
First article in a aeries of the
hiatory of the Negro from 1867
to 1877 in America. What did
freedom really mean for
Negroes in the Smash afict
the Civil War?

CHARGE IT

154 SO. MAIN
521-8037

November EBONY
on your newsstand,
or send 50r to:

EBONY

1820 S Michigan . Chicago 60616

Ministers To Meet
Women's Day At
,Metropolitan
Observed At
Greater Middle

The Christian Men's Fellow-' became pastor of the Aguascalship and the Christian Women's ientes church. Here he developFellowship, in a joint program, ed an excellent youth program
will present Mr. John E. Hue-1 a n d encouraged their young
gel, executive secretary of the. people to go to visit ranch towns
Association of Christian on Sunday afternoon and conChurches in Mexico, and a pro- duct Sunday schools.
minent missionary from below' In 1960 the mission churches
the Mexican border, Sunday af- launched a special evangelistic
effort and requested Mr. Iluegel
ternoon at 4 PM.
Mr. Hue;e1 was born in Aguas- to direct the campaign. During
calentes, Mexico. a n d is the a three-year period, more than
son of Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Hue- 50 towns and villages were visitgel — now retired but confirm.;ed by Mr. Huegel and others
ing their residence in Mexico selected for this special work.
City after 36 years of mission- On July 23, 1961. he married
Miss Yvonne West of Houston,
ary service.
John graduated from the A- Texas, who had been appointed
merican high school in Mexico as a missionary to Mexico by
City and earned the B.A. degree the United Christian Missionary
at the University of Wisconsin. Society. They have two sons,
He received the B.D. degree David Julian and Daniel Marand the Th. M. at Princeton tin.
Seminary, Princeton, New Jer- Mr. Huegel's presentation is
sey. Between earning these de- designed to attract an audience
Irees, he served as pastor of a interested in the work being
done by foreign missionaries.
rural church in Mexico.
Due to Mr. Huegel's tight acheYOUTH PROGRAM
Upon returning to Mexico as dule, everyone is urged to be
commissioned missionary oflon time.
he United Society in 1957, he.

St. Andrews To Sponsor

The
Memphis —
Shelby
Count y Interdenominational
Ministers Alliance meets at
Metropolitan Baptist Church,
Walker Avenue, on Monday,
767
Annual women's Day was November 29 at 11
a.m.
observed recently at Greater The speaker will be the
ReverMiddle Baptist Church, and it end W. L. Varnado. The
Hid.
coincided with the climax of the Blair T. Hunt wiil lead thelp
$20,000 sacrificial drive.
worship.
Serving as general chairman
P:sverend S.A. Owen is
of the observance was Mrs. host pastor and the Reverend
Jimmie Ida Bradley, assisted John Chares Mickle, president,
will preside.
by Mrs. Ocie Henderson.
The morning sermon was delivered by the pastor, Rev. B.
L. Hooks. The address at the
special program at 3 P.M. was
given by Mrs. Queen Esther
Young, one of the members.
All Churches
Chairladies for the day were
Mrs. Jessie Robinson and Mrs.
Clubs
Lottie Alien. Music was sung
by the women's chorus of the
Birthday Parties
church, directed by Mrs. B.
M. Fritz.
Weddings

Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your Nen"

Participating in Booked T. Washington's observance of
American hducation Week Program are left to right: A.D.
Miller, evening school; J.D. Springer, principal; Judge B.L.

"There is no substitute fon On Thursday, Nov. 11, parents
education in today's complex,and friends visited classrooms
The Sorores Lucis Club of a leading role by the Front world," said Judge B. L. Hooks,:with bulletin boards filled with
54. Andrews A.M.E. church Street Theater staff in "Show- Monday night at Booker T. outstanding work done by stuwill present a Mammoth Reck- boat."
dents.
Washington high school.
11, Sunday, Dec. 5, at 5 o'clock Russell Wilson, accompanist
Educational tours were conin the church sanctuary, 867 for these vocalist is also accom- The occasion was the school's ducted
for the students. T he
panist for the choral group at climaxing program in the
:;outh Parkway East.
State
University, observance of American Edu- tenth grede made a tour of the
Featured in the recital are;Memphis
city, the eleventh grade tourItree outstanding soloists. Miss where he is a student of music cation Week. The program was
La- under the auspices of the Book- ed Millington, and the twelfth
::race Lee Conley, soprano, under the tutelage of Dr.
er T. Washington high school's graders took off to Shiloh and
•vho is a television artist; Mrs. Bounty.
con- Mrs. Marilyn Halfacre is P.T.A., the Washington Even- Pickwick Dam.
Sutterfield,
acqueline
and Mrs.; ing School and the regular day
The Steering Committe for
:ralto, who has appeared with president of the club,
chairman of the' school.
the week's program included
;.:ie II Cantorium Singer as a Cleora Neale is
oloist; and James A. Hyter, recital.
Judge hooks, of Division Four Mrs. Althea B. Price, general
pastor
/ass - baritone — a renowned Rev. Elmer Martin is
of the Criminal Court, the first chairman; Mrs. Catherine Johnratorio singer who was cast in of the/church.
,
Negro in Tennessee's recent
history to hold such a post,.
placed great stress on the importance of education to disadvantaged groups.
He dealt at some length on
the 196.5 theme of American
Education Week, "Invest in
Learning." The jurist pointed
out to the Evening School students, hundreds of whom were
present, that they were a good The Trinity CME Church will
Rev.and Mrs. Edward P.
example of "investing in edu- observe its annual women's
Lenewcomers
to
the
`luelette,
cation" by their attendance at Day, Sunday, November 28 at
'vloyne college faculty, will give
Evening School.
3 p.m. The Rev. Mrs. Virgie
:tart two of a travelogue on
He noted that many of them Ghant of Ark, will deliver the
heir trip to Europe during a
work at hard jobs during the morning sermon.
fleeting of the Women's Felday, but still find the energy to Mrs. Helen Hooks, principal
!cowship of Second Gongregastudy and attend night classes. of' Cumming Elementary School
'tonal church on Sunday, Nov.
Spicing his address with his will be the afternoon speaker.
9, at 5 P.M.
customary humor. Judge Hooks The Church will honor Mrs. AnThe women of the communidelivered a practical, down-to- na Ruth Eskridge as Woman of
'y are invited to view the color
earth speech that held his aud- the Year. Dr. Clara Brawner,
tides which will be accompanience in rapt attention through- the 1964 Woman of the Year will
Plans
Monumental
present the award to her. The
ed by commentary from the
public is cordially invited.
,.ouple. It will be held in Love Annual Friends Day
the
program
Other
features
of
Rev. P. Gonya Hentrell, pastall at 762 Walker on the cor- Annual Friends Day will be
selections by the Wash- tor.
included
:Alt of Porter St.
observed at Monumental Bap- ington Glee Club, under the
Mrs. Willya Smith will lead tist church at 704 S. Parkway direction of E. L. Ponder:
in the worship period. Hostess- east on Sunday, Nov. 28, and selections by the Washington EASTERN STAR
-a will be Mrs. Helen Prater, guests for the special program Band, rnder the direction of Annual Men and Women's Day
Mrs. Aretta Polk, Mrs. Mettle at 3 P.M. will be Rev. Elmer Walter Martin; and vocal solos will be observed at Eastern
'owell, Mrs. Elma Mardis and M. Martin and members of the by Mrs. Ozella Clayborn and Star Baptist Church on Sunday,
Mrs. Althea Price.
St. Andrew AME church.
Nov_ 28. and the :,oblic is inMrs. Revla gouston. st.,d.
Mrs. Alma Joyner Hell is Friends Day is sponsored by of the Evening School.
vitee
'iresident of the Women's Fel- the November crib. Mrs. Bir'owship. and the Rev. John teal Benson is president of the
harles Mickle pastor of the. club .and Rev. S. B. Kyles pas,•hurch.
tor of the church.

WASHINGTON — (NPI) —
Funeral services were held for
Mrs. Lunabelle Wedlock Johnson, 47, who had served with
the Social Security administraHooks, Mrs. Edna Webb, PTA president; Mrs. Bessie Poin- tion for five years.
Mrs. Johnson who died after
dexter, and Mose Walker, assistant principal.
a long illness in Freedmen's
Hospital, was a labor economist
with the administration, and
was a social science instructor
at Howard university where
she received her bachelor's and
son, Mrs. Catherine Simmons, Gretchen Mitchum, Mrs. M. H. master degrees.
Mrs. Minnie M. Woods, Miss McWilliams, Mrs. Vernice Nar- Survivors include two sisters,
Faye Burrialet-Mrs. F. H. Tay- brit, Miss Rosa Robinson, and a brother, a niece, two nephews
lor, Mrs. T. G. Milton. Miss Mrs. Augusta Cash.
and two brothers-in-law,

Stories To The

Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free Of Any
charges.

I

Couple To Show
Slides During
Sunday Program

Christmas Shop the "Price-less Way" with
QUALITY STAMPS.
When you plan your Christmas List....Be
sure and Check your Quality Stamps Gift
Book, first!
You are invited to visit one of the Memphis
Quality Stamps Redemption Centers.
1451 Union Ave.
1784 Frayser Blvd.
5125 Quince Rd.
1957 So. Third St.
725 N. White Station Rd.
855 White Station Rd. (Eastgate)
4220 Hiway 51 South

After Memphis Visit
Ryans Head To Congo
Dr. and Mrs. Henry A Ryan the outskirts of Leopoldville
have returned to the Congo means high hill in the languwhere he is an Attache of the age of the area. They have
United States Embassy after a ,been in Africa six and one halt
visit to Memphis. Accompany. years and expect to be back
.ng the Ryans to Memphis washy Nov. 30.
...heir daughter, Cathy Lynn.
The Ryans were visting hi,
Dr. Ryan, a graduate of Le- .brother and sister in law, Mr.
Vloyne is respohsible for Amer-,and Mrs. Edward Ryan and
:can cultural centers, the Ii- ; while they were here, his sis-.
brary and a small theatre forter, Miss Edith Ryan surprised
:he numerous cultural and ed- them by coming here from
.. icational films. He works with'Philadelphia.
tree universities in the Congo•
This was Dr. Ryan's first
and works with cultural ex-'
visit to Memphis in twenty
change with various professors
l years. He has a Masters from
who come to and from the .Middleburg
in Vermont and
United States.
has done post graduate work at
On the undergraduate level, Columbia University and is for
heworks with the African mer Dean of Men at Howard
Study Program of American University..
universities which sends Congolese high school graduates to
the United States for four years NAACP MEETING
of college.
The regular monthly mem..
The Ryans have three chil- bershjp meeting of the Na•
dren, Juan Mario, who is sev- tional Association for the Ad-I
enteen, Roland, sixteen who are vancement of Colored Peopled
students at the international will be held on Sunday, Nov.:
School at lbadan, Nigeria and 28, at the Mt. Olive CME Ca-1
their daughter Cathy Lynn who thedral, Linden and Lauderis thirteen attends Lycee Gen- dale. at 4 p.m.
era! LeClerc which is in Wy- Members and friends of the
aounde.
lorganization are invited to be
Their home 'Ojelo Binza" on lpresent.
-di NSSE WIN 111111111B1111.1111111111111 II NMI NM 111.111111111
•
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CART HOME SAVINGS!

• It's Convenipnt
• Fast
• Safe
NO IRAK OR PARKING PROBLEM
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MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now

For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

•

TAILORS

8 A.M.-6P.M.
Set. or Sun. $1 25
Sat Open 8 AM.to 6 P.M
Sun Open 8 A.M to 2 P M
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HI! 0

Memphis, T..5•....
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QUALITY FOODS
PLUS QUALITY
STAMPS!
nice saving Twice with Big Star
everyday low, low prices and valuable
Quality Stamps, too! There are more
Gifts for YOU more often with Quality
Stamps...only 1200 Quality Stamps to
fill a savers book!!
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Lester High School News

Revere Eld.
d thcip
wen is
verend
sident,

NATIVE'S CRY
and James Sanders.
HI! Once again the restless Eighth row: William Allen.
natives are crying out loud and Virginia Smith, Judy Marrow
clear, with news from the Lion's and Melvin Watkins.
Den.
Ninth row: Charles Taylor and i
Highlights
Virginia Turner, Henry Hey and ,
The Lester High N. D. C. C. Erma Washington-Lt. pal.
Officers and sponsors marched Spotlight
gracefully down main street,
This week's spotlight is on
Thursday November 11, at the Miss
Mdberta Meadow the
Veteran's Day Parade, to the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
left-right-left beat sporting their
Meadow of 3335 Forest.
gay colors. The line up was:
Third row: Charles Crawford, On campus Miss Meadow is
Cotton, Julia Payne, and Vance the Lester High N. D. C. C.
Queen, a sponsor, tail back for
Phelps.
Second row: Nathienal Walk- the band, secretary of the
er, Linad Keely, Betty Price F. H. A. and a member of the
Glee club.
and Withers Moss.
Third row: Charles Crawlford, In religious life is a Member
deettie Michell, Gertrude Gas- of the First Baptist church
where she is in the youth choir.
WI and Roy Brown.
Fourth row: Charles McEwen, After graduation, Melberta
Dorothy Hurd, Lajean Martin plans to become a nurse. Part
of her training will be Memphis
and Ed Wadell.
Fifth row: Nelson Johnson, State university.
N. D. C. C.
Verie Crawlford, Noami Reed
Some people are recognized
and Vern:, Theus.
because
they
have talent to perSixth row: Leander Boyd,
Ruby Wilson, Brenda Rucker form some great art, but this
recognition is because some
and James Davis.
Seventh row: Abra Williams, young man have self discipline.
Shirley Miller, Dorthy Bailey Cadet Officers of the week:
Major William Moss, Capt. Roe
Brown, Capt. Labe Waddell.
Neatest Cadets James Moss,
and Robert Morris, Billy Gad
OMAHA, Neb. — The subject
of the sermon given last Sunday yen.
Cadet of the Month: Thomas
at the Mount Olive Baptist
Davis and Howard Branch.
Church was "Going Up TogethPTA NEWS
er."
The Lester P.T.A. is planning
During an afternoon service, its first event of the year with
some $50 was raised at a "Pen- a Parent-Teacher Talent and
ny Rally" sponsored by Mrs. Fashion Show, Friday, Jan. 14,
.1 essie Brown for the Sunday at 7:30. Mrs. Eva Partee and
/pool.
Mrs.. Evelyn Griffin are in
Other services during the charge of the affair. The affair,
week have included a Monday is to be held in the school's
night meeting of the North Side cafetorium.
Mission Circle, of which Mrs. The president, Mrs. Ntodestinel
Josephine Brakefield is presi- Cartwright, is asking the Bingdent, and a meeting on Wednes- hampton community for comday night of the General Mis- plete support and cooperation IM
sion, of which Mrs. Daisy Ho- all P.T.A.'s meetings, projects,'
gan is president.
and school's activities.
Mrs. Alice Phillips is church
The next regular meeting will,
clerk, and Rev. L. W. White is be held Tuesday, Dec. 14, at'
pastor of the church.
7:30.

THE MUSTANG
IS HERE
See The All New
1966 MUSTANG
Now On Display
WHILE CHECKING OUR USED CAR PRICES.
REVIEW SOME OF THE

Complete Selection Of The All New

1966 FORDS ON SALE NOW!

'ILRKEI"I'IME AT T.S.U. — E. J. Thornton, professor of poultry science showed off
some of his prize gobblers as he played
host to a class of Project Head Starters.
None of the children had seen a live turkey
before, and their excitement mounted as

they toured the poultry farm. Shown in the
photo are: Mr. E. J. Thornton, Mary Elizabeth Hodge, Mrs. Earleen Zinaman, kindergarten teacher; and Steven La May. with
turkey.

ALL 1965 FORDS MUST GO ...
Includ.nq Trucks, D•morntrateri, Comp4ny Cart and Esscuthe Cart
FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS
FOR EXAMPLE
1965 FORD GALAXIE 500 $
14
.,

Roc,

LeMOYNE CLASS PRESIDENT — Men
are outnumbered by women at LeMoyne
College but four males have been elected
class presidents. Left to right: Edward
Johnson. freshman; Louis Harvey, junior;

heitte.

81.0.1•14

100 FULL

ma

**DIM,.400.

"Ivirnt

frg
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Wille Miles, senior, and Charles Digge,
sophomore. Mr. Diggs' brother, Roderick,
Jr., is president of the Student Council at
LeMoyne.
nunderbird Town Landau
50*0
4•11.. ,•••••1

iigii
This is Shirley Ann arms.
Wolston, your 1965-66 "Tiger SPOTLIGHT
Town" reporter from Manas- This week the gold and blue
sas High school.
spotlight beams on Curtis
HIGHLIGHT
Broome. A very intelligent and
Last week was a joyful one, versatile young man, he is a
for the Tigers challenged and member of the H-14 homeroom
defeated the Melrose Golden supervised by Mr. Moore. He
Wildcats, after the Melrose was recently elected president
team had gone for nearly two of the junior class.
seasons without being beaten. He holds the position of
Contributing to the great Ti- flanker, safety and extra point
ger win were Charles Trigg kicker on the football team, is James I Taylor, a resident
with three touchdowns, Curtis a first string guard on the bas- of Memphis and Shelby County
Broome with three extra points, ketball team and plays at short
for more than 30 years anand George White with a field stop on the baseball team.
nounces the opening of his own
goal.
I He is a member of St. Paul
The mighty Tigers defeated Baptist church on E. McLe- real estate brokerage office at
the Golden Wildcats by a score more and sings in the junior 492 E. McLemore Avenue.
of 24 to 14 and were proclaim- choir. Be lives with his mother, Phone 946-3540.
ed the 1965-66 city champions. Mrs. Ora Broome, at 691 MarHis firm will handle general
Three cheers for the Tigers. able, Apt. 4.
JUNIOR CLASS
real estate sales, leases and
THE VIrs
The junior class held an elec- The VIJ's at Manassas are property management.
tion recently and selected its Clarence Brister, Vernita AlexFor the past six years, he
officers for the school year.
ander, James Bradford, Wilma
officers
are
Curtis Carson, Anthony Boone, Thom- worked as a real estate saleshe
some, president; Howard as Carter, Shirley Gray, Willie man in the employ of the S. S.
. ackson, vice president; Shir- Watson and Georgia Campbell. Lewis Realty Company at 239
East E. H. Crump Blvd. He
ley Gholston, secretary; Rosie TOP TIGERS
Phillips, assistant secretary; Top Tigers on the campus attended the U T course in
Anita Spraggins. treasurer; Ri- are Truman Northcross, Mel- Brokerage as a prerequisite for
ta Gatlin, chaplain; Robert Ro- vin Herring, Clifford Lee, Clar- the State examination requirby, reporter; Anthony Yar- ence Donahue Wilbert Trigg, ed for licensed real estate brokmanager; Robert Barber, Alzapha Payne ers. He is an active member of
brough, business
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church where
George White, parliamentarian, and James Sawyer.
he serves as a member of the
and -Joe N. Tabor, sergeant-atRose Woolridge, Violet Frank- Steward Board, Sunday School
lin, Francine Guy, Juanita Teacher, and Classleader.
Chambers,
Parker, Sandra
Rhynette Northcross, Norma He is a graduate of LeMoyne
Holloway, LaJuana Johnson, College and was a former teachDoris Herring, Carol Sails and er of 14 years in the Memphis
City Schools,
Berdette Warren.
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Taylor Opens
Own Real
Estate Office

The Coronation Ball of Hendeilson Business college for
"Miss Henderson" and "Mr.
Alkbonaire" was held last
Wursday night at the Flamingo room from 10 P.M. until 2
A.M.
Crowned as "Miss Henderson" was Miss Mary Ann Coleman of 1822 Keltner Circle, a
19-year-old senior, taking the
executive secretarial course.
William Smith, Jr., of 2388
Douglass ave. was crowned
"Mr. Debonaire." He is a senior majoring in accounting.
The students were accorded
the titles by popular vote of
the student body.
The college presented a Tea
and Fashionette on Sunday afternoon in the cafeteria of Universal Life Insurance company.
Proceeds from the affair will
benefit the Library Fund.
Mrs. Ozelle Johnson was
chairnian of the tea, and EdDavis co-chairman. Bera Simmons is school reporter.
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COME, MOST SIRVIDI CHARGE TOY, DOWN PAYMINTI

Register Here for 5,715 Valuable
Prizes to Be Given Away—including

Featuring a beautiful showroom
with numerous models to eh00%e
New Falcon Future Sports Coupe with optional vinyl roof covering

'60 Studebaker
Sisipan Mier. Rest sh.m.
$OS
Notes $21.11 Per Me.

4111T

Henderson
Crowns Pair
At Flamingo

'N COMM piCk-IN
Soul
'44 NM *MAXI' NO

Pow.r and Mr. SINS
Notts$54
.77Per Ma

10% Financing As Low As $28.56
Down Payment, $12.80 Per Month

Fairlane 500 Hardtop (Fairlane GT Hardtop shown on pg. 2)

'63 Yam

BANK TELLER TRAINEES

CAW* SOL Power crsliti•
emetic Jed sir, 11195
beta $54.12 Per Mo.

'65 1111'

'62 relearn

1 owner, low Indust.

Csurerd Soulre 'Wien
season, loided. iPt
Notts $3247 Per No.

.140lts $52.24 Per Ma

CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE WITI 174
527-5508

MEMPHIS EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR MUSTANG, GT 350 and COBRA
MerM Ford hos a car to suit the profession; Lawyer. Doctor, Tsoch•r, Goyornmont Worhor,
Factory Workor, Domestic; and a plan to assure you of buying ot H•rff Ford - Summer Ave.

NO DOWN PAYMENT —

Mid-South's Oldest Honda Dealer

3155 Summer Avenue

TRADE INS ACCEPTED

HERFF FORD
imer

Phone 458-1151

HIGHER EDUCATION
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Urban Development
When President Johnson
announced that he mould not
name a secretary of housing
and urban development until
after the turn of the year,
there was much groaning
among those who had been
speculating on the identity of
the individual upon whom
would fall the Presidential blessing.
The appointment is a crucial one. The nature of the
man the President selects may
be a reliable index to what he
intenItii the newly created office to be. And this, in turn,
is of vital interest to the nation's cities, and also to the
evolution of the federal system.
The new department could
become the greatest center of
patronage, preferment and political pressure. Even the Post
Office Department would be
outranked in this matter of patronage. 'Postmasterships can
be handed out to party faithful
without seriously interfering
with the delivery of the mail;
but the new department is going to oversee the spending of
vast federal funds on the urban
equivalent of those "rivers and
harbors" projects so dear to
every Congressman's heart.
It may be unrealistic to
hope that politics can be kept
out entirely. If a Negro is to
have that,post, he would be the
most powerful individual in the
whole complex of departmental

aettings. And certainly, from
the appraisal of training, experience and professional dedication, no one can doubt the incomparable qualifications of
Robert Weaver, present head of
the Federal Housing Agency,
to whom the job was promised
by President Kennedy.
His consideration for the
job may pose a very serious political dilemma for President
Johnson. It will undoubtedly
arouse the ire of a number of
Southern states and cause
much anguish among Northerners who envy the influence
and power of the urban development head. But it is hardly
unreasonable to insist that
every effort be made to establish both the fact and appearance of non-political direction.
What, then, could be the
ground on which Mr. Johnson
would deny that honor to a Negro?
The government needs a
man in that spot, whatever his
racial identity, who has the
knowledge and ability to give
direction to the dynamic
changes that are taking place
in the big cities of America.
The new secretary ought to be
a man acutely sensitive to the
nature of federalism. He should
be alert to the dangers as well
as to the opportunities. The
matter should be decided purely on the merits of a situation
that calls for experience and efficiency.

Freedom In Africa
The African colonies of Angola and Mozambique, under oppressive Portuguese rule, suffered a crushing defeat in the
latest general elections. Portugal's ruling National Union party of despotic Premier Antonio
Salazar won the elections by a
tremendous majority. This was
made possible by the withdrawal of the opposition candidates
on grounds that tile election
would not be free.
Government circles are interpreting the balloting as support
for t h e administration's overseas territorial policy. They represent the results of the election as a plebiscite on the future
of Portugal's territories, o f
which the, largest are Mozambi
que and Angola in Africa.
Angola fought for two years
with unparalleled ferocity and
heroism to remove the colonial
yoke from its neck. Unfortunately, the Angolans lacked cohesiveness, organization, a d equate financial means and outside aid. Angola's nearest neighbor to the north, the Congo,
which might have offered considerable help, was itself kneedeep in internal strife.
However, though there w a a
much sympathy abroad for Angola's struggle for independence, its divided leadership
made it difficult f o r foreign
sympathizers to give material
evidence of their concern. No

one knew for sure who was the
genuine spokesman for the revolution and who was not.
To be sure, no revolt in the
history of the struggle for human freedom, has ever succeeded without coordination and consolidation of dissident forces.
This is a fundamental law that
can be ignored only at the risk
of tragic failure. Against Portugal's w ell-oiled propaganda
machinery, superior military
power and ability to counteract all unfavorable publicity in
the foreign press, the government at Lisbon was able to
crush the revolt in short order.
You may crush a revolt or
foil a leap for freedom. But you
cannot crush forever the will to
freedom. That will springs
eternal in the hearts of the oppressed, the enslaved. There are
classic instances in history to
substantiate that point. The American Revolution, the French
Revolution and in recent times
the African revolts against oppressive colonialism would not
have accomplished their aims
had they not closed their ranks
and unified their assaults upon
the ramparts of the enemy.
The Angolans may be silenced today. They will rise up again to carve out their own destiny in a new world where freedom is the motive force to an
advancing civilization.

SA

GI's Dad Ponders Viet Nam

South's Independent Weakly"
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Langston
Hughes
Says
SimpIejs

Heard
Simple was bo
full blown
and already married when I met
him in imagination some twenty
years ago in.Harlem. Followers
of my Simple character in print
are always asking me, his literary father, "Is he real? Is
he based on some real person?
No? Then where did you get —
or where do you get the ideas
for Simple?"
The answers are easy. Being
a fictional character, Simple is
not any single real person. He
is rather a composite of dozens
and dozens of men of his class
a n d character whom I have
known in the black ghettoes of
American cities from Lenox
Avenue in Harlem to State St.
In Chicago to Central in Los
Angeles and Filmore in San
Francisco.
Some of Simple's stories are
real stories that some of the
men have told me and some of
Simple's tales — like that of
the soldier who comes home on
surprise leave with his arms
full of souvenir grass skirts as
gifts from the South Seas and
catches his wife in adultery -no doubt originated in reality
in some city or other, but later
became folk tales.
I have heard the above story
in at least three or four different towns told by persons who
claimed it happened in their very
neighborhood. It is like the
story of the woman who bore
puppies.
In almost every Lenox Ave.
neighborhood across the country someone will claim to have
once had a neighbor who bore
puppies. In one of her books of
folklore, Z or a Neale Hurston
collected a number of such
stories in a section headed "Big
Ole Lies."
My Simple character is not
adverse;to sometimes repeating
big old lige. alley amuse him.
Perhaps the ttory of the junkie
who tied his mother up in her
favorite armchair a n d then
walked out with her fur coat to
trade for narcotics, is a folk
tale, but it sounds real. A n d
Simple and I both heard it in
Harlem. That is why it is in
his new book, "Simple's Uncle
Sam," which is the fifth time
Simple has spoken his mind between hard covers.
Simple first appeared in book
form in 1950. after a decade of
expostulating only in the Negro press. As a character he
originated in the then largest
colored newspaper, The Chicago
Defender. with an enormous
circulation in the Deep South.

All Over World
So Simple had thousands and
thousands of Negro readers long
before the white public discovered him. Now he is known around the world, because the
books in which Simple appears
have gone into many editions
in the United States and been
translated in numerous foreign
languages.
When I speak at writers conferences as an author or give
advice to young writers, particularly Negroes, some of whom
sometimes say, "Why be Negro
writers? Why not just write
about people? Why limit ourselves?" as they seek to achieve
a sort of integrated universality, I say that a fictional character can be ever so ethnic,
ever so non-white, ever so local
and regional, and still be universal in terms of humanity. I
give Simple as an example.
He is a Harlemite whose bailiwick is Lenox Ave., whose language is Harlemese, and whose
thoughts a r e those of black
Harlem. Yet in print Simple is
known on the Boulevard Saint
Michel in Paris, in Soho in London, on the linter den Linden
in Berlin, and I expect on the
Ginza in Tokyo since some of
his stories are in Japanese.
Folks in far off lands identify
with him.
When readers identify with
Simple, I imagine they identify
with him first as a man, another
human being, rather than as a
colored man. Readers can close
the book put it on a shelf and,
if they wish, forget about it,
having used it to pus away a
bit of literary time, accepting
it for what it is on paper.
But Simple as a real man, a
living Harlemite, cannot be put
away on a shelf anywhere anymore in these parlous days and
times. Everyday nowadays he
says something real from the
front pages of the newspapers.
I, RP a creative writer, do not
believe in trying to keep up with
daily headlines. But since my
character Simple whom I write
'about is an avid news reader,
radio listener and TV watcher,
I have to keep up -with him.
So in his new book, "Simple's
Uncle S a m," published this
week, I find that his comments
which I have transcribed, run
concerned with such current American dilemmas as Birmingham' and Selma, as well as the
old and puzzling problem as to
just how closely is he, a colored
American, relaited to Uncle
Sam.

The talented playwright, Le
Roi Jones, has been quoted as
saying "every black boy who
dies in Viet Nam is disgracing
himself and his people and is
being murdered for the murderers who are murdering
others."
As a father with a son, my
oldest, Jackie, Jr., who is fighting in Viet Nam,I am sorry to
hear that Mr. Jones takes this
view. I rather like to take the
position that my boy is taking
over there that this is our country. He admits he doesn't really
know what he's fighting for, except, as he puts it: "I'm an
American and our country's at
war, so I'm here fighting."
My boy is very much concerned with all the picketing and
anti-Viet Nam demonstrations
going on here at home. He sent
us a clipping the other day,
showing the picketing by the
kids, of our Viet Nam policy,
and at the top of the clipping,
he wrote:
"I just can't understand this
because I know a boy, younger
than I am, that was just killed
the other day."
As for me, I think people with
anti-war beliefs have every
right to express themselves.
But'l think that when they reflect upon the character of
kids like my boy who believe
for something, even if they're
not quite clear what it is, they
do a tremendous ham to these
youngsters.

• •

This, I believe, is a tragedy.
So, I'd just like to say to Mr.
Jones that I'm proud my boy is
over there and that he says he's
willing to make this kind of
sacrifice if he has to.
Naturally, I hope he doesn't
have to make the ultimate sacrifice, what father likes to entertain such a thought?
I don't consider that Jackie
Jr., is selling out anybody. I
think he's doing justice to the
Negro here in this country.
I wish Le Roi Jones and other
articulate and vocal people
could take time out from such,K.
prononcements to fight againstl.
some of the evils which are being prepetrated by murderers in
this country.
For instance, the shameful
way in which Southern juries
are being allowed to reward
murderers of civil right workers with a pat on the back and
an acquittal.
•
Jackie Jr., a n d his buddies
may not be certain what they
are fighting for now. It would
be a major crime against humanity if our society here in America didn't take strong action
to let them know, by the time
they come home from the wars,
that they weren't fighting in
vain.
'If they have to return here'
and see that Klan members and
Southern thugs can murder and
get away with it, I am sure they
will have a bitterness and resentment that may not be healed
for a lifetime.

•

Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN

Who Won The Civil War?
Slowly but surely we a r e
washing the myths out. For too
long we have been brainwashed about the Civil War, its
causes, its aftermath.
John Brown was charged with
treason and with trying to foment a slave revolt. John Brown
attempted no such thing. He attempted to free the slaves.
He told the court which sentenced hiyn to hanging, "I never
did intend murder, or treason or
the destruction of property or
to excite or incite slaves to rehellion or to make insurrection
. . . Had I so interfered in behalf of the rich, the powerful,
the intelligent, the so-called
great or in behalf of any of
their friends, either father, mother, brother. sister, wife or
children, or any of that class
and suffered a n d eacrificed
what I have in this, interference, it would have been all
right.
"Every man in this ,court
would have deemed it an act
worthy of reward rather than
punishment.
"T believe that to have interfered as I have done, as I have
always freely admitted I have
done, in behalf of His despised
poor, I did n o t wrong, but
right."
At the moment Brown recited
this plea to his judge, Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, wrote,
"Even now, as I write, they are
leading old John Brown to exe,
ution in Virginia for attempt/rig to rescue slaves! This is
sowing the wind to reap the
whirlwind, which will come
soon."
Thaddeus Stevens. wherenretented Pennsylvania in t h e
House d11911117 theme crucial
years. has had a reputation
which suffered badly because he
°noosed the policies of Andrew
Johnson. But gtevens waa a

champion for freedom, he wanted the establishment of a Freedman's Bureau and he was sure
Johnson proceeded t o o slowly
and temporized too much on the
subject of slavery. Which indeed is true.
Lame, embittered, it is often
forgotten that Stevens led the
fight not only for the Freedman's Bureau, but for the Civil
Rights Bill of 1865, and for the
13th and 14th Amendments.
In August, 1868, he died. Two
Negro clergymen were with him.
as well as a fair-skinned Negro woman who had been his
mistress.
Thnse who traduced Stevens kept emphasizing this relationship. charging this was why
Stevens championed civil rights.
They knew how to fix Mr. Steven's hash in the great Puritan
society. And for a lo n g, long
time they were successful.
But Stevens knew too how to
defend himself. He was laid too
rest in a Negro'cemetery. He
had written his own epitaph: "I
repose In this quiet and secluded spot, not from any natural
preference for solitude hut finding other cemeteries limited as
to race by charter rules. I have
chosen this that I might illustrate In death the principles
which I advocated through a
,Iong life: the Equality of man
before his Creator."
Stevens is often blamed for
the inequities of the Reconstruction. But the Reconstruction was
never as b a d as Southerners
have claimed. True, venal greedy
men sat in the Legislatures that
convened Atte) the Civil War,
but their venality an d greed
never matched that of the mitive-born Southerners who succeeded them when the Reconstruction ended.
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HOLIDAY SALE.
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Beautiful BROYHILL Contemporary
Walnut Bedroom Suite

$

Consists of: Double Dresser, Mirror and full size Chair-back Bed
with Formica fops.
Regular S220.00
Now- Only
OPEN STOCK
other pieces to

choose

from!

Beautiful SPANISH Bedr000m Suite by BROYHILL
at a price you can now afford!
Grille mouldings and intricate detais capture that look of distfnction that's so
definitely Spanish! 72" Triple Dresser with twin mirrors and full size Panel Bed
. . . Regular $439.00. Now only

EASY
TERMS

NO MONEY DOWN . . . UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
SPECIAL PLAN FOR SCHOOL TEACHERS -NO PAYMENT
DURING SUMMER VACATION FIRST PAYMENT—MARCH 1966
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(rith more Ir.ar4, then.space)
Square footage at a premium at your }louse?
You can't possibly live with banquet-size dining
room furniture all week long? Ws have what
you need .
Cellencia by Thomasville, eles.
sically simple, beautifully proportioned for the
smaller room, glowingly lovely in genuine cherry
-wood.
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FRENCH PROVINCIAL
Authentic Imported Hand Carved
French Provincial, Cherry Wood
and Fruit Wood
Beautiful Brocatelle Corers

90" Sot., with foam zip-

COORDINATED 2-PIECE STRATFORD GROUPING!

pared cushions, coral, turquoise or green
color with printed chair. Chairs of fabric

BOTH PIECES

protected by Sco+cngard stain repeller.
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.
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• FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE

itimular $279.00

0 •
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HOGUE & KNOTT
We Welcome the 58th Annual Holy
Convocation of the Church of God In Christ.

Pillsbury or Ballard
Can

BISCUITS
Grade A. Medium

EGGS
39'
dozen

Del Monte or Pacific Gold
29 Oz. Can

PEACHES

23'

Delicious

APPLES
19'
Bbag

Dixie Lily

FLOUR

Biabg. 45c
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,Woman Gets
30 Days For
.,inciting Mot
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) —
A 30-day prison sentence was
imposed on a woman involved
in an incident which helped
trigger a weekend of Negro
rioting here in August, 1964.
The woman, Mrs. Odessa
Bradford, 34, also was placed
on one year's probation by
Judge E. Leroy Van Roden.
Mrs. Bradford pleaded guilty
to charges of assault ann battery, resisting
arrest
and
breach of peace. The judge
sustained a demurrer to a
charge of inciting to riot.
Attorney Robert Pressman,
who represented Mrs. Bradford, agreed that she "did
wrong" in resisting patrolman
Rober Wells after her husband's auto stalled and blocked
traffic at an intersection. He
told the court, however, that
she had no intentions of "staging what happened."
The incident flared as Mrs.
Bradford insisted no one was
going to move the auto and
Wells sought to take her out
of the car, investigators said
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At the
Members of Sigma Gammo Rho sorority feted their speaker and soror, Mrs. Catherine L. Stewart, with a recently!)
at their sorority house prior to their public program. Mem•
bers of the sorority shown with the speaker are seated left
to right: Sorors Jeanette Carr, Cora Smith, Anisette McField, Marie i.. Adams, Lydia McKinney. Standing left to

right are: Sorors Catherine L. Stewart, speaker from East
St. Louis, Illinois; Ethel D. Watkins, Basileus; Willette
Criggler, Louise W. Lyerson, Ossie W. Bailey, all of East
St. Louis; Beverly Kirldon, Bernice R. Cole, Eldora Amos
and Norma Strickland.

U.S. Free Legal Services
Opposed By NAACP Lawyers
WARRENTON, Va.
(NPI) The criticism came after B. Contending that the legal aid
— Sharp criticism of thfeder- Michael Raugh, of the Office of program was a part of OEO's
al government's offer of free Economic Opportunity, told the antipoverty drive, Raugh ad.
legal services to the poor was lawyers "to go back to work nutted it had run into antagonwith your communities and
registered by Negro lawyers
Ism by lawyers in some Northsubmit proposals for lederal
ern communities, also.
from southern states, who were igrants."
attending an NAACP Legal De- C. B. King, Albany, Ga., Lawyers with small incomes
turn down the aid because they
fense Fund conference.
said:
fear it may take from them
representatives
legal
The
-There is no community in cases that pay $20-$50 in fees,
termed the offer as "meaning- south Georgia in the sense he added. The agency has not
you've been talking about. set up funds for a legal aid proless, so long as it is necessary
There are two separate and ris- posal without at least some supto secure the cooperation of lo- tinet communities — one black, port
by the local bar, although
cal bar associations."
•
one white."
it may have to eliminate this
practice in the north. The agency, he disclosed, expects to finance 200 legal aid proposals
GO! GO! CONTINENTAL
by next June 30.
IN YOUR FASHION
At this time 19 have been fi•
WARDROBE
nanced, but only one in the
south, at Clarksdale, Miss. LoFall in fo, the Social Set, see
cal activity needed to push
Mr. Thomas Craig for your
such projects in Atlanta and
After Six Formals, rentals or
New Orleans has met with
buying. Woof blend or 100:
apathy.
wool or mohair in the latest
Negro lawyers from three
continental style. Now is the
Florida cities contended that
time to set up your Christmas
if the federal agency financed
wardrobe:Get ready for partylegal aid projects in that state
ing and get right for your
through the bar association,
Christmas wardrobe. Also see
none of the work would be asMr. Tho,..." Cro,9
me for your tailored suits and
signed to Negro lawyers preslack suits. We just received
viously showing an interest in
a new batch of materials in
'helping the poor.
irsdescents, shadow stripes
Another problem hampering
sf all Colors
the program is a scarcity of
lawyers — Negro and white —
who will accept such work due
to the lack of social prestige
attendant to it.
Charge Account
It was suggested that the
agency subsidize Howard uniMEN'S SHOP
versity law school graduates to
BatIN I111 $
go into the South and prepare
124 •• F•niou g 1101111. St.
Oh. 525-5401
legal aid proposals that the
government could finance.

JOIN

Po
Miss Harry Mae Simons, a member of Omicron Sigma Chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority and principal of Magnolia
Elementary School, is shown presenting a basket of flowers to Soror Catherine L. Stewart National Board member
and campus co-ordinator of the Central Region East St.
Louis. Illinois. Mrs. Stewart was speaker for the founders
day program of the sorority which was held at St. John
Baptist Church on Launderdale. The flowers were wired to
Mrs. Stewart by members of the Alpha Upsilon Sigma
Chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority in East St. Louis,
Hlinois.

Knoxville Grad
Named Ohio Judge

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Atty. good human relations in your
William N. Lovelace, a 1923 community."
Knoxville College graduate, has1 A member of a Cincinnati
been elected a municipal judgei law firm Lovelace is a member
of Cincinnati for a six-year of both the Cincinnati and Ohio
term. He was commissioned by State Bar Associations and isak
Ohio•s Gov. James B. Rhodes licensed to practice before all1111
to complete the unexpired term state and federal courts.
He drafted a Human Rela•
.of another last January, thus tions document
which is widely
setting a first for Cincinnati. accepted in the U.S. and more
The former assistant prose- recently in England. lie was
cutor of Hamilton Monty and also instrumental in he creamember of the Ohio Personnel tion of the Mayor's Friendly
Board of Revue was also the Relations Committee as a
first Negro named Adult-Pro- permanent agency of Cincinnati.
bation Officer.
For over 20 years he has been His outstanding record in
a faithful alumni representa- civic, church, community, and
tive on the Knoxville College,political affairs is almost endBoard of Trustees, and for ,It:F less. He offers leadersl,ip to the
years he served as president NAACP, the Public Housing
of the Knoxville College Nation- Advisory Committee, the Neal Alumni Association.
gro Civil Welfare Committee,
In 1962 Knoxville College conferred upon h'm the honorary the City School Board, YMCA,
Doctor of Law degree for.and Calvary Methodist Church.
his
"contribution
to
t h e;Dr. Lovelace Is a member
achievement of civil rights and Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.

a

Wr RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
3511 Park at Highland
• No Coupons
• No Stamps!
• No Forced
Purchases.
6
1 Convenient
Locations

973 So. Third
at Walker
1378 Hollywood at
Chelsea
4321 Summer Ave.
3362 Summer at
National
1578 Lamar Ave.
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WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK IN MEMPHIS
ON FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS
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Add an extra plus to your pleas.
ure with the good taste of extra
dry Stag Beer.Stag tastes the way
beer should. Dry,not sweet.That's
what makes it extra refreshing.
10,11 the Stag line tonight!
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Spring 'Too Late: Say The Militants
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"Enforce Title VI" was the
By ROSEMARIE BROOKS ,k
major cry of the planning sesWASHINGTON — There is a
sion; Chicago was the prime
ballad, a line of which says
example used to indicate that
"Spriog will be a little late this
the administration has no intenIt typified the mood
lion of withholding funds from
of the militants attending the
local communities.
planning session of next spring's
Al Raby, convenor of CCCO,
mite House conference on Civquestioned the Vice-President aISIltights.
I1 Randolph demurred, remind- as a screen for the President ." not,
At the end of the two-day sea- ing the panelists that the clos- The feeling of "now" pervad- Some of the panelists favor- bout this at the lunCheon caussion held here, there was a ing session was for summary, ed the conference, but the thrust ing an extension of the exeeu- ing Humphrey to say " . . .
,,
will use the carrot and the
clear call for full utilization of and "we must follow that form." in every panel came from the tive order were members of the we
present anti-discrimination laws Mitchell rose again, address- militants, many of whom were National committee Against slic''''
in the administration of justice ing Randolph a n d said, ". . . nearly not invited.
Fair Housing; they were pro. A leading newspaper here inand housing and education.
Mr. Chairman. I will not pre- The major magilla occurred mised the order last May by dicated in support of Raby that
it was time the stick was used
Clarence Mitchell, the veter- some any further on our friend- in the Housing panel when Da- the administration,
an director of the Washington ship, but had I gotten permis- vid Lawerence, director of the Further, William Oliver, vice- on the recalcitrants. "Negroes,"
branch of the NAACP led the sion to speak. I would say the President's Committee on Equal president of the committee and it said, "are entitled to the
call for FBI agents and U. S. situation in the South is one of Housing, said the White House a UAW vice-president, said, carrot for a while."
marshals to be sent into the. . . life and death to millions would support housing legisla- "Failure to pass such a law The job panel urged miniSouth to protect Negroes anclof Negroes who need protection lion next session, but not an could harm the housing issue mum wages particularly for
civil rights workers,
ing Order
now.
for the next 25 years. Referen- laborers, hospital workers and
"If the federal government " . . . I am sorry that from At the present time, the order dunis in every state have been other areas in which Negroes
doesn't protect them, they will the time we left the panel (Ad- established by former President harmful so far as equal housing dominate the labor force, but
have to protect themselves. In ministration of Justice) and now, Kennedy covers only 23 per cent is concerned. An executive or- are not covered by minimum
some areas, local sheriffs have forces have worked causing or new housing under FHA and der could do a tremendous edu- wages at present.
said Negroes will Nye to pro- you to take your present posi- VA loans,
rational job for a while."
There was a call for Negro
tect themselves!" he declared. tion!"
The administration is using Greatest opposition on the entrepreneurs to operate in the
In a surprise move that
Later, Mitchell described an old axiom of Rep. William basis of constitutionality comes central city business area as
brought warm support from "forces" as those people "who F. Dawson—tie yourself in so from the Justice and Treasury "they did following the Civil
many of the Negro panelists, planned the conference, with the close to the power structure Departments. Major loan COM- War." (It is notable that while
Mitchell asked the honorary exception of Mr. Randolph."
that it cannot function without panics come under U.S. Treas. the Small Business AdministraWirman, A. Philip Randolph, When asked if he blamed the you—incalling for housing iegis.jury supervision.
tion has funded many Negro
to add a "minority report" to President, he said emphatically, teflon. Such legislation will! Said Oliver, "When It comes businessmen, there is subtle
the summary on Administration "I do not . . but there are , mean specific appropriations:to the brother, there is always discouragement to businesses
of Justice.
those who feel they must actl which an 'executive order does a constitutional question."
In the downtown areas.)

Enforce Rights Laws-Now! Government Urge

.
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lee: Sheriff Who
Baffles Marchers
He Hates 'Em--But Won't Fight 'Em

permit. And that was the city
EUTAW, Ala., Located northwest Of Selma, Ala,. council's idea and contrary to
has had numerous racial marches in recent months Lee's plan. The city fathers
were finally brought to the
but unlike Selma, where Sheriff Jim Clark confronted scene — in a steady downpour
the demonstrators. Eutaw has had no racial violence. of rain — where they allowed
the march to proceed.
In the following dispatch, UPI reporter James Felder Lee, a burly ex-Alabama and
SEVERAL MAJOR APPOINTMENTS ARE PENDING,
ng them the nomination of a Negro AssistantSecretary 01 tells of sheriff Bill Lee, who keeps the peace in Eutaw. Green Bay football player, is
the third member of the Lee
. E. W. Names that keep cropping up are Shelton Granger
esfamily to hold the office and
By JAMES }'ELDER
now at the Agency; Lisle Carter Jr., now at the Poverty Corps
Sheriff Lee has caused a per- has held the position since 1955
United Press International plexing situation for Negro
making big decisions: and a St. Louis professor whose name is
when his brother left to accept
being kept quiet . . .now that David Bress' is U.S. attorney, EUTAW, Ala. — (U P1) — leaders who admitted that his the state job. But unless a Bill
When
the non-violent march- refusal to stop them had dulled giving the sheriff a $7,500 anlook for the President to appoint a Negro as Bress' principal, a
job previously held by Charles Duncan, the lawyer-son of singer ers of Greene County moved their movement. A campaign nual salary passes a county reTodd Duncan who is now general counsel at the E. E. 0. C. . out in their winter campaign for "equal justice" turned into ferendum this month, he will
last week, they met baffling a daily, almost uneventful
quit. lie is paid on a fee basis
another major shift will take place at State Department's AID. law
enforcement officer Bill series of strolls to the county and lamented his monthly inwhen Robert Coles, Equal Employment Officer will be replaced Lee, a former football player courthouse.
by Warren Cikens of the Civil Rights Commission. Cikens should who "enjoys the singing" and Only once were the Negroes come has been about $100 since
June.
overhaul the recruiter system which has not produced the num- lets them march.
stopped for lack of a parade
"I'm making more money off
ber of minority appointments in proportion to its fanfare. There,
my cows," said cattleman Lee,
is also lack of touch with other than Urban League Negroes.
"arid I don't think it (the MID
Ed Clayton, the press man for the Rev Martin Luther King
will pass. Too many Negro
becomes the Number 3 man in the press office of the Poverty
rotes."
Corps shortly; insiders at O.E.O. regard this as a triumph since
Greene County has an SO per
the Claytons halted the building of their Atlanta home to live
cent Negro population. There
Relations:
Community
in D. C. Clayton's specialty will be the
are more than 3,000 Negroes re•
gistered to vote, a decisive
Program directed by ailing Ted Berry, the former vice-mayor
majority.
of Cincinnati, who may be heading for the hospital for "an inMarches have been routine
definite stay:" speculation is he may be quietly replaced . . .
all summer in Eutaw. Even betime will tell.
fore the intensified justice camMYSTERY QUESTION AROUND D.C. What took F.D.R.
paign was started last week,
to Italy for 10 days with many of the staff not informed he
Lee was walking Negro demonaway? Said one employee, "I didn't know the Italians had
strators across streets with a
equal opportunity problems too!"
wary eye out for white trouble•
•
•
makers.
"The Negroes don't push me,"
A VIP VISIT from Ambassador Patricia Harris "for sevLee said. "We've had a good,
eral clays" is to begin Nov. 19; she's likely to hit the "Windy'
quiet
summer. I've enjoyed the
City" before she returns to Luxembourg; meanwhile she'll
the singing. But we've got some
address some Democratic club women in D. C. . . .
roughnecks here."
•
*
•
Al Raby. convenor of the Co- Invited to the spring conference. He said a month ago the local
BACKSTAGE AT THE CIVIL RIGHTS CONFERENCE: ordinating Council of Communi- "I think President Johnson Ku Klux Klan consisted of one
With the exception of SNCC, the major civil rights leaders ty Organizations, blamed the really would like to solve the man. When Alabama Grand
chairman of the White House pressing problems in our coun- Dragon Robert Creel came in
failed to include any militants or grassroots supporters in their
Conference on Civil Rights and try," he said. "But he's not all- with a recruiting rally, the
well-pruned guest list at the White House conference. Four days
A. Philip Randolph, honorary powerful. There have to be cerbefore the conference began, Ruby Hurley was not invited. A chairman, for excluding many tain kinds of pressures from the number swelled to 50.
While he does not stop
look at the "Big 6" list indicated few Northern militants, which militant Negro leaders from the Rights movement. On the other
marches, Lee thinks them
is leading many insiders to believe the leaders double talk, one conference.
hand, there has to be leadership senseless a n d an interference
way to Negroes and "yassuh, boss!" to the white folk! ParHe said President Johnson!from the Federal Government." with his normal duties.
ticularly sad is the ex-CORE fighter now in the front ranks of was not to blame for excluding
Raby said the Federal Gov- "The other day they told the
the labor movement who presented a list of 40 people of which rights militants from the con- ernment is "dragging its heels" colored principal that he should
12 were Negroes! Negro consultants working on the conference ference, since he could not be on abolishing de facto segrega- not be up there 'fighting the
in D. C. were just as apathetic. Said one staff member, "I held responsible for the feel- tion in Northern schools and white man's fight," and that
spend so much time explaining to these guys why its important ings of those involved in choos- that it would require civil rights he should be back in line with
pressure to get the government them. "
ave grass root representation. But if they don't know the ing the participants.
"All right — they are asking
Raby, just back from the con- to act.
on in their guts, what can you say?"
for a Negro deputy. If we found
Also, there was much jockeying by the "do nothing" liberal ference, said that many mili- "Any hope for enforcement of f one and put him out there to
whites even to the extent of wiring invitations to whites first. tant Chicago rights leaders any civil rights law without the stop them 'they would say 'you
were absent, "as far as I pressure of the civil rights
should be back in line with us.'
This was halted and wires were stopped until the Negro quota
know."
movement is empty," said "They don't know what they
was increased. By the conference day, the attendance showed
The Woodlawn Organization Raby, who served on the con- want. If you gave them what
Ncgroes in a better position making up about 40 percent of the and the Chicago Branch of the ference's education panel.
they say they want they would
conference.
NAACP were not represented, The CCCO convenor agreed not be satisfied."
he said. Also absent was Ray with other militant leaders that
THE CIVIL RIGHTS OFFICE of the Poverty Corps has a Earth, leader of many law suits new legislation to abolish jury
new dimension (which coincided with the tail end of the Educa- against the Chicago Board of injustices in the South "won't
Education, he added.
mean much if the government
tion and Labor's investigation of Chicago's poverty program):
"The Chicagoans most in- is not prepared to enforce what
all contracts are viewed by this office to make sure there is
volved in the hardest part of the legislation it does have."
minority representation. No contracts are placed on the direc- fight weren't there," he said.
Asked if he thought the contor's desk until checked, according to Sam Yette, special asAccording to Raby, the prob- ference had made any accom- BLOOMINGTON, I n d. —
sistant to Sargent Shriver.
lem wasn't that the militant Ne- plishments, he said he wou/ (ANP) — Leo Ward Womack,
Alert citizens can call Yette if they suspect a contract has gro leaders wouldn't come. wait till the conference recon- a Negro student from South
been arranged without fair representation of the brother. A Those who weren't there simply venes in the spring before mak- Bend, majoring in music, was
ing his judgement.
recently pledged to the Delta
sound tip will be appreciated. No one in Washington can know weren't invited, he said.
The result was a conference
"A great deal depends on Upsilon Fraternity.
ALL the nuances of EVERY community. Just call Yette collect
not fully representative of Ne- what happens between now
It is reported as the first
382-8287.
gro leadership, he indicated.
and spring, including the Presi- time in the history of Indiana
Yette is ably assisted by a Yale Law graduate Steve LowenRaby, accordingly, called for dent's State of the Union Mes- University that an all-white
Fraternity has pledged a Negro.
a re-evaluation of participants sage in January," he said.

BY ROSEMARIE BROOKS

Poverty Corps Hires Ed Clayton
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Randolph, Others
Barred Militants
At Parley: Raby-

to

Notes Chicago Leaders Weren't
There;Says LBJ Isn't To Blame
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All-White Prat
Pledges Negro

• NO ROOM FOR .11M CROW HERE
While an exhausted soldier rests, other
troopers of the First Air Cavalry guard
their defense perimeter, waiting anxiously
for the first helicopters to arrive and evacu-

ate the wounded. A column of the First
Ca airy u as el bUShi'd in a Communist
ambush near Chu Pong Mountain. (UPI
Telephoto)

Scientists Say Africa Is
No Place For Black Man
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The Their highly pigmented sur- tory dawned
This apparently insolvable
core of a scientific puzzle, sel- faces would have prevented
dom mentioned because It them from adapting to wither- puzzle now has an answer,
though a hypothetical one. lir.
seems to have no answer, is ing solar radiations.
this demonstrable fact — Africa But there is another fact, H. P. Wassermann of a South
Africa University, who providis no place for a black man.
much better publicized in a ed it for a
technical publication
In simplest outline, africa time when many of the world's
of the American Medical Assois largely tropical and the ra- troubles stem from conflict bediating heat from the sun is tween light skinned and dark ciation, suggested the heavy
heat burdens of black and
intense. The darker the human skinned people.
brown skins are a small price
skin, the greater is the heat This fact is that although the
for a great gain.
burden imposed by such a dark skinned couldn't evolve,
That gain is racial adaptaclimate.
they did. Africa is inhabited tion to diseases peculiar to troSo it follows that dark skin- by blacks and browns who are pical regions. For ages
Africans
ned peopie could not have perfectly adapted to the climat have "survived malaria,
multievolved in tropical regions. and they were there when his- ple parasites and tropical disease under hazards of intense
solar radiation, and more often
than not, poor nutrition," he
reminded.
This they did by evolving over
those ages more efficient body
chemistry for repelling disease
causing microorganisms than
white peoples could or did
evolve in their less infested
temperate climates.
The basis of this chemistry is
the reticutoendothelial system
(RES) from which are believed
to originate the cells that devour some parasitical invaders
of the human body and the substances of the varied antibodies
that neutralize others.
By evolution the African RES
became superactive com!iared
to the white RES, he hypothesized. As the result, the African
lymph system enlarged and
the blood chemistry took on
typical patterns while the husks
of the adrenal glands became
small in relation to their cores.
As a result, the amounts and
balances of regulating adrenal
hormones secreted into the
blood stream were reduced or
changed, which brought about
changes in the secretion of the
other regulatory endocrine
glands, particularly the pituitary. All this increased both the
production and circulation of
melanin.
That is the group of black
and brovin pigments which give
some color even to the whitest
skinned peoples since they are
universal products of human
Reri Grist, soprano, is soon to make her debut oody chemistry. And so, Wassermann said, Africans and
at New York's Metropolitan House. Reared in
other colored peoples evolved
Harlem, she graduated from the High School of their
black and brown surfaces
Music and Art in New York City and received
as an incidental part of their
her bachelor of arts degree in music at Queens adaptation to tropical diseases.
Those surfaces give them a
College of the City University. Her vocal talents
much greater heat burden from
won her a Marian Anderson Scholarship. Young the tropical sun, true — but
Men's Hebrew Association Young Artist's Award, that "may be a small price for
a bigger physiological gain."

and a Blanche Thebom award. Miss Grist made
her debut with the Santa Fe Opera in 'The Abduction from the Seraglio" and "Die Fledertnaus."
She has appeared at the Cologne Opera, the
Zurich Opera, the Vienna State Opera, the San
Francisco Opera, the Chicago Lyric Opera, the
Vancouver Opera, and the Washington Opera
Society. — (Photo by ANP)

Doesn't Need A Rod
BOURNEMOUTH, England —
(UPI)—Fisherman Rod Pearce,
who had not had a nibble for
several hours, was about to call
It a day when a four-pound motet suddenly leaped out of the
sea and landed in his boat.
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This week the nation is celebrating Thanksgiving in many
different, ways and with many different feelings, we thought
this excerpt would c•)ver the feelings of many Americans today,
"0 Thou, whose bounty tills my cup with every blessing meet!
I give Thee thanks for evely drop — The bitter and the sweet."
"Go go go" seems to have been the theme with the many

activities of last week. There was the Ebony Fashion Fair spon- the Peabody with the Honorable Luther Holcomb, Vice Chair- ceived for the very fine banquet as well as the service they've
sored by the Deltas at the Music Hall of the Auditorium where man of the President's Committee on Equal Employment Com- rendered the community through the years.
the fashion show extended beyond the stage to the fashionably mission speaking in the stead of the Chairman of the same
Dr. Hollis F. Price, Chairman'of the Board of Directors of
attired audience.
Committee, Franklin Delano Roosevelt who was unable to at- the Memphis Urban League was at his best as toastmaster.
The Centennial i3anguet of First Baptist (Lauderdale) was
Looking especially good was Velma Lois Jones in brown tend.
suede with a helmet type headpiece which gave accent to her
Congressmen George (;rider introduced the speaker to the also Friday night and It war held in the North Ballroom of the
oriental look, a few Oilers spied were Marian Holly, Emma and audience of approximately In making his introduction Congress- Chisca Hotel, with the pastor, Rev. H. C. Nabrit's brother, AmCommodore Primous, Pewel Hulbert, Minnie Mae Woods, Sally . man Grider spoke in glowing terms of his efficient secretary bassador J. M. Mehl*, Jr., as speaker.
Ambassador Naurit, who is President of Howard university
Bartholomew, stunning in black, vivacious Alma Booth with her Marjorie Dien. He pointed out that he was the first southern
friends, Jenny and Henry Ryan who with their teen age daught- Congressman in hire a Negro in his office and that Marjorie is is on leave for the United Nations Security Council. Knoog
er, Cathy Lynn were visiting from the Congo where Dr. Ryan'"the best on Capitol Hill". We were indeed proud to hear about that brother was going to speak and coming to help eele
e
is an attache of the United States Embassy; Leola Gilliam, our friend whose talent we have long admired and were glad the one hundreth anniversary of their brother's church which
Rev.
father,
J. M. Nabrit, Sr., pastored, were Mrs.
Emogene Wilson, Marilyn Watkins, Gladys Greene and her to know that she is receic ing the recognition which she SO their late
Nabrit Curry, of Atlanta, Georgia; Mrs. Gertrude
mother, Mrs. Ethel Douglas, Hazel Warren, Johnetta Hozay, richly deserves.
Nabrit Thomas, of Long Island, New York; Mrs. Lois Nabrit
Pauline Allen, Annie Sue Burford, Pearl Bruce, Yvonne WalMayor William B. Ingram gave greetings and a proclamaClarke, of Knoxville and Mrs. Cecelia Nabrit Adkins of Nashlace, Jane Johnican, Geraloine Taylor, Zernia Peacock and Bar- tion for the city. Adolph Homes, who is Associate Director
of ville.
riett and Maceo Walker and their daughter Candy.
the National Urban League came down from New York to tell
Dr. D. C. Washington, who is executive secretary of the
General Chairman of the show Ernestine Cunningham ex- the role of the Urban Lesgue. Mr. Holmes congratulated the
National Baptist Convention, Inc., Publishing Company of Nashpressed thanks for the soisnity for the support the public has integrated audience for the progress the city has made in the
ville served as toastmaster. He was accompanied here by his
given to their scholarship project by attending the show.
field of race relations.
SOD William Washington also of Nashville.
Friday night there were two banquets at downtown hotels.,
Rev. J. A. McDaniel.
ector of the Urban League and his
All of the out of towners were guests of the of Rev. and
The Urban League was observing Equal Opportunity Day at, Board of Directors deserysci the many compliments they re- Mrs. Nabrit at their home
on McLemore.

Miss Cynthia Harris
Wed To James Russell

Links To Sponsor MSU
Players In A Comedy

The Calvary Church of God girls. Dwight Earl Russell was
in Christ was the setting on Sat- ringbearer.
urday, Nov. 13, for the marriage Serving as best man for his
of Miss Cynthia Anita Harris to brother was Calvin Wendell
James Edward Russell, Jr.
Russell.
The bride is the daughter of Ushers were Preston Garrett,
Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard Harris of Thomas Ivy Herbert Boyd and
1534 Ellington. Mr. Russell is Robert White.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. James A reception was held for the
E. Russell, Sr. of 413 Vance, and couple in the church dining hall
the grandson of Elder and Mrs. after the ceremony.
R. C. McNeal of 1558 Hanauer'
and Mrs. R. H. Russell of 606
Edith.
Officiating at the ceremony,
was Elder Robert C. McNeal,!
Jr., of Dayton, Ohio. Music was
furnished by Mrs. Julia Scott
as soloist and Daniel Flagg.
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C. —
The bride, given in marriage,
Winston-Salem State College'
by her brother-in-law, William
will join with two local comT. Van Hooks, wore a floor.
munity agencies to sponsor a
length gown of bouquet taffeta',
Housing and Urban Renewal
with a scoop neckline enhancedt
Clinic on the college campus
by one large Alencon lace rose
November 22 and 23. Cooperatembroidered with seeded pearls
ing with the sponsors will he
and scrolls of .pearls encircled
the North Carolina Builders and
the neckline.
Brokers.
THE GOWN
The three local agencies Al
The long sleeves ended at the co-spomor the clinic workshop ,
wrist in calla point, a wide panel with four federal agencies and
effect extended down the front the real estate group. This is
of the gown with matching rotated amond the cities of
pearls and lace medallions. Soft' Greensboro, Durham and Winsfullness folded over either sides ton-Salem.
of the hip line with a perky bow Local co-sponsoring agencies
at back of the waist and bouf- in addition to the college are
fant chapel-length train. Her the Housing Authority of the
illusion veil was attached to a, City of Winston-Salem and the
half-crown seeded pearl head- Redevelopment Commission of
dress and she carried a bouquet' Winston-Sallem.
of white carnations.
Federal agencies supporting
Miss Velma M. Rodgers was the workshop are the Housing
the maid of honor. Bridesmaids and Home Finance Agency. the
were Miss Elvin Russell, Mrs.' Federal Housing Administration,
Charlie M. Ware. Mrs. MattieI the Public Housing AdministraI.avern Wilson and Mrs. Bobby• tion and the Urban Renewal AdJ. - Haley.
ministration.
They wore long royal blue] Theme of the clinic will be:
dresses with A-line skirts and;"To Improve the Quality of
white elbow length gloves.
Life." in keeping with recent
Artis Denise Garrett and, pronouncements of President
Marsha Van Hooks were flower, Lyndon B. Johnson.

Another sensational presenta- French comedy for several ention of the Memphis State Uni- erations, which when adequateversity players will be sponsor- ly rendered on the stage, still
ed by the Memphis Links, Inc. hods a modern audience spell
on Tuesday night December 7 bound.
at 7:30 p.m. in the Memphis The Links have a double purState university auditorium.
pose in sponsoring these plays.
This year the cast has chosen First, they raise funds for
Moliere's "School for Wives," scholarships for students in the
a classic comedy. The play fine arts; and secondly, make
promises to be a hilarious one possible an occasion for drama
with all of the enriching ex- lovers to witness the best in
periences that characterize the performance Memphis has to
play-wright's productions.
offer.
The farcical story is about a Tickets are in sale through
man who tries to train a per- Links of the Links Chapter at
fect wife by keeping her as $1.50 for the main floor and
ignorant as possible. Thrilling one dollar for balcony seats.
roles will be those of a young Tickets may also be purchased
lover and comical servants.
at the door.
FASCINATING PLAY
Mrs. Lillian P. Campbell is
Moliere, a reknowned dramat- president of the chapter, Mrs.
ist, was born in Paris. His plays Adide D. Jones is chairman of
were criticized for portraying the propect and Mrs. Halite
the corrupted morals of French I. Walker is publicity
society. He gave direction to man

College Joins
In Sponsoring
Renewal Clinic

e
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Labor Speaks Out

WASHINGTON, D.C.—(ANPI) A. Philip Randolph, president
— Organized labor spoke out of the International Brotherwith a strong emphatic voice in hood of Sleeping Car Porters
support of equal job opportuni- called for a "national coalities at the annual meeting of tion of conscience" of civil
the National Trade Union Coun- rights organizations, labor,
cil for Human Rights of the churches and synagogues to
Jewish Labor Committee.
"beat back the trend to reacDirector Don Slaiman of the tion.
AFL-CIO Dept. of Civil Rights AFL-CIO Legislative Director
after outlining in detail the Andrew J. Biemuller, in outlin
many steps that his organiza- ing a program for the joint
tion has taken to help the inter- movement of civil rights and
national and local unions com- labor declared, "the coalition
ply with civil rights legislation, that a lot of people have been
KR. AND MRS. JAMES E. RUSSELL, JR.
stressed the need for ending talking about, already exists
the "frustrations" created by (that of civil rights forces and
the gap between the law and the labor movement.")
Its enforcement.
The program included enTen years after the Supreme forcement and strengthen
.
,
of
Court's desegregation decision, civil rights legislation an
m
he noted, there is still evasion
tinued pressure to end "violaand intimidation in many Southern Schools. "What we have tion, by trade union entities of
WASHLNGTON — (NP!) —federal food in needy areas of hail" he said, "is a spread of the principles to which the AFI.
What promised to be a project Mississippi.
tokenism."
CIO Is dedicated."
with beneficial overtones
Stephen McNichols, former cipeared to have died aborning.'vil
rights director for the stu-1
Funds amounting to $34,000
dent association, charges that,
raised
last
Thanksgiving
by
WASHINGTON — Washing- smile. -I shall have to ask
80,- the Agriculture department has
000 college students to feed
ton will come to Chicago and someone else. You two are
backed out of the deal, because
50'hungry Mississippi Negroes
the nation Thanksgiving Day. prejudiced!"
the negotiations over the past
pears
hopelessly
wound
up
Called "A Visit to Washington
th year have met with "repeated
Chairman of the Committee
department
red
with Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson — for a More Beautiful CapitaLltAgriculture
e
delays"' and "concessions to
On Behalf of a More Beautiful Mrs. Johnson feels strongly that
America", the hour-rong color,the nation's capital can set According to the National Mississippi authorities."
Council of Churches' Delta Mm'
special will examine the city an example for the rest of the,istry
and the National Student,
"in the light of its multipleI U.S.
association, the money was to Miss B -Hair Grower
role as world capital, the
She says, "Much of what is be used
to distribute surplus
center of the nation, and home being done in Washington can -STOP FALLING HAIR
for thousands of men, women be done anywhere. Flowers are
RELIEVE ITCHY SCALP
UNCE
RAISES $500,000
and children."
easy to procure. Plans are the
MAKE HAIR GROW
Crew and White House staff product of hard work, much NEW YORK, N.Y.—The UnitONLY $1.25, Postage Included
alike were charmed that the thought, and dedication."
ed Negro College Fund has disCheck or Money Order
First Lady took to television
The TV Special will be shown tributed $500,000 to its 33 memOrder Mailed Promptly
161 South Main • 5214581
narration like a professional. • at 9 P.M., Chicago time. His- ber colleges and universities, it
MISS B. WILLIAMS
She weaves world-shaking toric sites will be seen through W5s announced by James W.
152 Madison Ave - 525-7611
South
3839
Parkway
events with delightful side- the eyes of a woman who has Bryant, the Fund's executive
Chicago, Illinois
lights that tell of Presidents known Washington intimately vice-president.
who favored flowers and beau- for some 30 years.
ty.
Highlight of the color specie
Mrs. Johnson was reluctant to is the auto tour taken by the
tackle this particular assign- First Lady through Rock Creek
meet; her own feeling was that Park — the largest natural parkl
she was not a television per- in any city in the world.
'tonality. At the close of the
filming, she asked Mrs. Liz
Carpenter, her press secretary
and Miss Simone Poulain for
Don't match, harmonize. No
their opinions of the film,
longer identical match but
FRESHMEN CLASS OFFICERS
,
Upon
hearing their enthusiassmatch harmonize will become
Recently elected officers hi the freshman class at Bennett
tic report, she said with a'the next fashion.
College, Greenslioro, N. C., are from left: Misses Mary 4.0*
Auviliorf
Murphy, president, of Charlotte; Sandra Wilson, vice presiLadies
oncl
Columbus
)..t.it
dent, of Greensboro; Brevria Edwards, secretary. of Slier
CHRISIFAAS B
Knights oF
City; June Tunstall, treasurer, of Ashland, Va., and Judith
PIVIO A,L
21,965
Bog,
Mitchell, member-at large, of Cincinnati. Ohio.
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IERICHO -St. o complete
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1,
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offices in the Department of Negro teachers in Birmingham,
Chapter
ona
Building,
HEROINESOf
music
)965, ot
'Tuesday
Memphis
eveningoitiovetsher
Classroom Teachers, Florida will seek the office of president254
Adistiotioe
",
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min
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State Teachers Association, are elect,
iot
University
Will
"ScVlool
,giving
Vance 5261080
campaigning for top posts in
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An AKA soros. she presently
Memphis State
f ii‘l:cio P.M•, 736Sect. *rite SOM.
the association,
is serving as vice president,
Asst.
.i.k•
525-0705 of Covapony
A p eiesoice Scott
Mrs. Ruby Jackson Gainer, DCT-FSTA.
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4utdy - Pepsi Colo
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HOW TO BORROW MONEY
WITHOUT INCREASING YOUR
PRESENT MONTHLY PAYMENT
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FOR YOUR HOLIDAY CASH

DIXIE FINANCE CO.
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Seek Top Posts In Dixie Group
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Shop

Fine HAND

RE-KNITTING
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WIZARD WEAVERS
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Mr. and Mrs. Osie B. Lewis, Sr., are shown with relatives
and friends who helped them celebrate their twentieth wedding anniversary at their home on Murley Cove. Standing
left to right are: Rev. MeGwen Williams, Mrs. Williams,
Unit Gossett, Marva Gossett, Mrs. Janie Lewis, Osie B.

Lewis, Sr., the honorees; Mrs. Cakella Grimes, Osie B.
Lewis, Jr., George Gossett, Mrs. Garrie Gossett, George
Gossett, Leo King, Garde Lyn Gossett and Jessie Henry
Gossett.
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funds for
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ndly, make
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I isillOss — Menthe's of the
I ItoNI FEES PRESEN
Ebonette club presented their sixth annual cocktails and
fashion show on Sunday, Nov. 7, at Club Paradise. Seen here
in club colors of black and pink are, from left, Miss Lucille
Brown, chaplain; Mrs. Geraldine Sparks, fin,ancial sem.
tary; Mrs. Essie Morris, president; Mrs. Mmelle Isom, business manager; Mrs. Doris Crutcher, treasurer; Miss Helen

ale through
Chapter at
n floor and
lcony seats.
purchased

Unplanned Pregnancies
Cause FamilyBreakdown
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Richmond, sire president; Mrs. Jacqueline Howard,'a member, and Mrs. Annette litcShan, secretary. Guests models in
the fashion show were Mrs. Julia Walker, Mrs. Odessa Red,
Mrs. Louis Jennings, Mrs. Dorothy Malone, Mrs. Frances
Miller, Mrs. Lillian White, Mrs. Lena Mae McGlawn, Miss
Ernestine Batts and Miss I. Ester. (McChriston Photo)

Dr. and Mrs. Henry A. Ryan and their daughter, Cathy
Lynn, visited his family recently from West Africa where
he is an Attache of the United States Embassy in the Congo.
Happily smiling for the cameraman are Dr. Ryan, his sister, Miss Edith Ryan of Philadelphia, Pan., and his
brother whom they were visiting, Ed Ryan. Second row left
to right, are Dr. Ryan's wife, Mrs. Jenny Ryan, his daughter, Cathy Lynn Ryan and his sister in law, Mrs. Julia Ryan
of Memphis.
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Now you know the story of better
whiskey backwards and forwards.

CHICAGO, Ill. (WMNS)
ant of how their bodies work, more than seven out of 10 either
Unplanned, undesired pregnan- and are either uninformed or knew of no method or knew of
cy is one cause of family break- misinformed about contracep- only one relatively ineffective
down in the U.S. This is the tion
one. Of women who went to
view of a Tulane University reReproduction A Mystery
high school, on the other hand,
search team, headed by physiFewer than three out of 10
cian Joseph D. Beasley, which
of the women with only a grade six out of 10 knew of two or
studied almost 150 Negro famischool education "knew the more methods, while among the
lies living in New Orleans.
fundamentals of reproductive college-educated, more than
The researchers told experts physiology,"
while more than nine out of 10 knew of an effecattending the 93rd annual meethalf who had gone to high tive method. On the whole, aing of the American Public school, and nine out of 10 who most three of 10 women knew
Health As.;ociation that unhad had college 'training had of no effective family planning
planned family growth can
!methods, according to the rethis information.
have ''adverse effects on the
searchs.
cent
of
the
sum,
87
per
growth potential of the childreni In
Do the women care about the
funchave
a
"did
not
women
already born, and may cause
number of children they bear?
emotional and economic insta- tional knowledge of the ovule- They do, according to
these
bility—which contributes to the tory cycle," according to the findings, although what they
researchers. The investigators
breakup of the family."
Why do women of low income believe that accurate knowfail to plan their families, the ledge in this area leads to
researchers wanted to know? Is "awareness of the possibility of
it because they don't want to? controlling fertility and to the
Or is it because they know little effective use of birth control
or nothing about their own re- techniques."
productive cycles? Or is it be- With respect to contraception,
Young women who have been bases within the United States cause they are unaware of ef-1 the researchers found that one
wanting the "Woman:s View- and overseas.
fective family planning tech- out of three women were not
point" about life as a WAF in
For more information about niques?
aware of any effective planning
today's Air Force, will have the WAF, call 534-3551, or visit
The study shows, the, team methods. Again, the more eduan opportunity to get just that the Air Force f(ecruiting Office reported, that these women do, cation a woman had, the more
on December 9, 1965, accord- on Thursday, December 9, from indeed, want to plan their fam- likely she was to know about
ing to an announcement today 10 to 4 P.M., and discuss the
ilies, but are unable to do so birth control methods. Of those
from the Air Force Recruiting opportunities available to you
largely because they are ignor- with a grade school education,
as a member of the United
Office.
On that date, Staff Sergeant States Air Force.
Willa Justice, WAF Recruiter
for this area, will be at the Air
Force Recruiting Office to discuss the Air Force with interested young women over 18,
and high school graduates.
Sergeant Justice has been a
member of the WAF for seven
years, and has been stationed
in Texas, Nebraska, Mississippi, Tennessee and overseas in
London, England.
Women in the Air Force may
work in one of the many job
career fields in job specialties
including secretarial, communications, Accounting & Finance,
and medical.
WAF also have equal pay and
Machine Washable
promotion opportunities as their
male counterparts; and can be
assigned to many interesting

SEAGRAM DtSTILLERSCOMPANY NEW YORKGITY.BLENERDWHISKEY • 56P5001 • WS'', GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If
If
If
If
If
If

you
you
you
you
you
you
and

are clean and tired of high rates
have lost your license
are about to loose your license
need an SR-22 filing at once
have under age 25 problems
need free help, advice, quick
efficient service, call Now!!
948-7775 or 948-7776

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE 'CO.
988 Miss Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.

Make Memphis' Greatest Store
Your shopping headquarters
While Visiting in Memphis
Mom at Goyoso

four or more pregnancies, and
they are still of child-bearing
age.
Nine out of 10 women told the
researchers they believe that
couples should have the right to
decide for themselves when to
stop having children. And 94
per cent felt that family planning services should be made
available to the medically indigent in New Orleans. Roman
Catholic women shared these
views with the Protestants interviewed.
Asked whether they want
their children to be informed OR
methods of family planning,
nine out of 10 women said they
definitely do.

No Ironing Ever

A Preshrunk Chenille
BEDSPREAD
100% Cotton

MUMS'4t&tu,t

Welcomes
Delegates to the
58th Annual Holy
Convocation of the
Church of God
In Christ

want and what they get are often different.
UNWANTED CHILDREN
According to Dr. Beasley and
his colleagues, "whereas onlyone-third of those with some
grade school education wanted
four or more children, two-

Feminine fancy quilted to
eloudliOt Kodei® polyester fiberfill. Embroidery

trimmed; washable. Blue,
pink, white. Sizes 10-18.

Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 ti l 9:00
Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 5:30

9 NO. MAIN STREET
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DEFENDER

SATUR

Rights On The Washingtoli Front
riom Ube
DEFENOEIt'S
log a luncheon questiomand-anWsehlostroa Dwane
swer session.
A later Raby question spark- WASHINGTON — Rep. Adam
ed agreement from other rights
leaders that new civil ngnts Clayton Powell (D-N.Y.) called
legislation — such as that pro- for a "broad" investigation inDEFENDER%
From tie
The convenor of Chicago's Conceding enforcement to be posed by President Lyndon B. to the operation of the Civil eral employees."
segregation in the South.
l and Labor Committee has been
Weehingten Bureau
Coordinating Council of Com- "a very serious problem," but Johnson — is not needed.
Service Commission "in order
"We now know de facto se- quietly investigating the conchairtime,
the
same
At
the
Many
appeared
to
feel
that
WASHINGTON — Al Raby munity Organizations was ob- avoiding a direct answer, the the
to better fulfill the rights of
gregation in northern schools stitutional basis for a law
enforcemenc, of present legman of the Education and Lareferring to the restora- Vice President said, "You can
been harmful to Negro chil- against de facto segregation.
challenged Vice President Hu- , viously
has
islation is far more important Negro federal employees."
people
number
of
goodly
get
a
the
House
of
bor Committee in
tion of $32 million in federal
dren," he said.
The President's call for jury Issued the first day of the
'iert II. Humphrey at the White'
ought
to
do
things
that
they
to
Representatives called for • ,e
Powell said he is checking
funds to Chicago's schools, reHouse civil rights conference to portedly through the interven- do by being less belligerent and legislation w a s regarded by White House planning session conference delegates to discuss The recent Boston law outinto evidence that Negroes,
here
as
more
some
political
more
considerate.
..ixplain why the federal govern-,tion of Chicago's Mayor Richon civil rights, .Powell's state- the feasibility of new federal'lawing de f a ct o segregation over the years, have been sysnecessary.
:tient doesn't back its legisla- ard J. Daley, after the funds "We are willing to apply both than
could "have merit in all states."
ment said the Commission was laws against de facto segregadelegate
said,
But
one
"This
enforce"vigorous
with
tematieally excluded from protion
were denied due to complaints the 'carrot and the stick," Vice
is
the
one
piece
of
employ"It is my intention to pursue
legislation
of
establishing
guilty
tion
in
public
schools.
ment."
of de facto segregation.
President Humphrey said 'furmotions or placement into highwhich all regions can unite be- ment standards for government
this matter in hearings when
The 1964 Civil Rights Act bar- Congress reconvenes in Janu- er level capacities within varihind. Except the South, of
workers "but used those same
red racial segregation in public ary," he said.
course. It can atone for Mrs.
ous departments of the governViola Liuzzo and other white regulations to discriminate un- schools but the law has seen
t h e Education ment bureaucratic structure.
workers killed in the South." mercifully against Negro fed- interpreted to apply to de jure

Powell Asks A New Probe1

Al Raby Challenges HHH

Pr;
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JAY'S APPLIANCE & FURNITURE, INC. " 'RI
Ph 397-7507

281 W. Mitchell Rd.

' y settle for less when the
best now costs you so little?

Ph 397-7507

Today's biggest home entertainment value...
magnificent

This is the front of the home belonging to
Kelly Alexander, of Charlotte, N.C. Alexander is state president of the NAACP. A
pre-dawn explosion ripped open the front

door, tore the rafters and shattered glass.
The homes of three other local Negro leaders were also blasted. (UPI Telephoto)

NOW
ONLY

Study Shows Whites, Money
Go South; Negroes Leave
White uable human and material I lative use of Negro teachers
TALLAHASSEE
—
human and material capital capital to flow into the South in Southern than in non-Southhas tended to move into the and the fact that the unskilled emn schools. With the progresSouth in recent years while ed- are migrating from the region.
ucated Negroes and the un- An important exception to the sion of desegregation in the
skilled have migrated out of movement has been the fact South. there is a danger, he '
the region, according to a stu- that the non-white educated says, that the region will adopt
dy by economist Marshall Col- population has tended to leave non-Southern patterns of hiring
berg of Florida State Univer- the South. Florida was an ex- few Negro teachers in comparsity.
ception among Southern states,' ison with the non-white population.
Published this month by the he noted.
University of North Carolina
Dr. Colberg notes that raciall This could mean the displacePress, the book by the chair- segregation in Southern schoolsI ment of a large number of Neman of Fars Department of has resulted in a greater re-'gro teachers in the South.
Economics is entitled "Human
Capital in Southern Development, 1939-63."
Considering as human capital
that part of the population having over an eighth grade education, Colberg studied the development and movement of
this human capital in the South
and its effect on the economy.
While the South's share of
the national population dropped from 31.5 per cent in 1940
to 30.7 per cent in 1960, the
region's percentage of the national personal income rose
from 29.9 to 24.1 per cent.
This, the book notes, is a reflection of the tendency of val-,

Have Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?

Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do In

Your FAMILY
Deserves
The Finest
fivONONNI

KING •
N COTTON •
. •:um
Country Style
Pork Sausage
IYour Choice-Either Hot or Mild]
QUALITY BUILT OUR BUSINESS.

CALL JA 6-8397

QUALITY REMAINS FOREMOST.

MADE IN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED KITCHENS OF THE
NAT SURING PACKING COMPANY
Look for the Red Checkered
King Cotton Brand When You
Shop for Ham, Lunch Meat,
Bacon, Frankfurters

MAGNA-COLOR TV with
ASTRO-SONIC'Stereo

Slim and Trim
Magnavox 12" Personal TV*
gives you truly amazing performance—clearest,
sharpest. most stable 71 sq. in, pictures—even from distant stations. Famous Magnavox sound: plus the extra
reliability of exclusive Magnavox Bonded Circuitry; telescoping antenna, plus many other advanced "big set"
features. The Resorter. model 2-U113 in several decoratise.two-tone colors. Come in for a demonstration today.

• Automatic Color—is always exact; eliminates need for critical fine-tuning which
frequently distorts pictures.

• Color Purifier—(degausser) automatically keeps all pictures pure, both monochrome and color, even if set has been
moved.
• Most Reliable—precision bonded cir• Chromatone—adds thrilling dimension,
cuitry just as in today's space-age
depth to color; warm beauty to mono•
military electronic equipment—assures
rome —eliminating drab black and
trouble-free dependability. No oldwhite picture&
fashioned "hand-wiring!"

The most beautiful music
you've ever heard!

•

magnificent
Magracriecoitc.

ASTRO-SONIC*
solid-state STEREO
... surpasses all other achievements
in the re-creation of sound!
'NO TUBES—this space-age Magnavox development
replaces all vacuum tubes (and component-damaging
chassis heat) with solid-state circuitry ten times more
efficient than conventional tube sets. So reliable, it's
guaranteed for 5 years!
(!)

'795

Costs you less than comparable units purchased separately! The
Elsinore 21, model 1-T566 with 265 sq. in. screen. In Natural Walnut finish, the graceful Danish Modern cabinet is crafted of hardwood solids and veneers.

•

**Revolutionary ASTRO-SONIC brings you
.1 the most beautiful music you've ever heard
... it surpasses all previous achievements in the re-creation of music, and is ten times
! more efficient than the tube sets it obsoletes! Complete with: solid-state
Stereo FM and
Monaural FM/AM Radio, powerful solid-state Stereo Amplifiers with 15-Watts undistorted music power output, two high-efficiency 12" Bass Woofers plus two 1,000
cycle Exponential Treble Horns. The exclusive Micromatic Player lets your records
last a lifetime. Astro-Sonic parts are guaranteed 5 years, service for 90-da-js.•

The Danish Modern—
model 2.ST676 in beautiful Natural Walnut on
hardwood solids and
veneers.

Only

'369"

No Money Down
Up To 36 Months To Pay

ONCE YOU HEAR THIS FABULOUS VALUE...
YOU'LL KNOW WHY. TUBE SETS ARE OBSOLETE!
. and its 60" L, 18' D, 26' H, gracefully proportioned
acoustical cabinet is equally beautiful to see. Exciting
Stereo FM and brilliant Monaural FM/AM radio.
30-Watts undistorted music power output. Two highefficiency 12' Bass Woofers and two 1000 cycle Exponential Treble Horns, Individual Step Bass and Step
Treble controls, plus many more features you must see
and hear to appreciate.

COME IN TODAY .

11

(I)Magnavox Astro-Sonic Warranty. We provide service
and replace parts'for one year--solid-state components'
guaranteed for 5 years (*if defective through normal use).
Diamond Stylus Guaranteed 10 Years Becaussi
the Micrnmatic Player banishes record and
stylus
we replace Diamond upon return
if excessive wear develops in normal use.

COME IN TODAY
seir;(.tirni

cilnsr+leS are PrICrfir Wien Wit

MAGNA-COLOR TV...

Jay's Furniture & Appliance, Inc.
S. Third

fr,orti our
'

113950

. choose from our wide variety of beautiful
Color Stereo Theatre Styles

cot
c-s

281 W. Mitchell Rd.
Ph 391-7507
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• Quick Pictures—come on in just sec•
onds; four times faster than others,

• Brilliant Color Tube—gives you brightest, most vivid pictures-40% brighter
than others.
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Pressure Builds For Federal Ban On 'Flowers Rips
LBJ Bid For
Dixie Hiring Bias Jury Inequities Jury Justice
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WAHINGTON —(NPI)— Con-recent events in Hayneville .naze of local laws setting quali- gard the courts as mere instru,,NEW YORK, (UPI) — Alaor jury service, ments of continuing opPression.
essmen
reconvening
next County, Ala., but he was refer- fications
barns At t y. Gen. Richmond
should
establish
stanfederal
"Many
have
decided
to
proJanuary can expect to be called,ring indirectly to the freeing of
Flowers said President Johnon to pass laws protecting two whites —one a Klansman— dards for selecting jurors, and vide their own recourse to jus- son's pledge to seek a federal
civil rights workers in the in the killing of two civil rights should provide for "the sending tice, having been provoked to law strikiag at all-white juries
South, banning discrimination workers in than Klan-infested in of Federal officials to select protect themselves through re- in the South Is an Infringement
in hiring by Southern law en- county. No Negroes were per- and constitute jury panels In sort to arms and vigilante los- on state's rights.
forcement agencies, and making mitted to serve on the jury in state as well as federal eases." tice.
"Such reform impresses me While Dr. King did not men- Flowers, in an interview here,
jury procedures uniform.
either trial.
et; being irresistibly imperative tion the Deacons for Justice, said that the President's an.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Fair employment laws for in
,
the light of the fact that there which operates both in the nouncement came as no sus
said it %VAS "irresistably impera- courts and police departments
are those who are now advoca- South and now in Chicago, he prise but that it "conies as
tive" that anti-hiring bias and are "urgently needed," Dr. King
somewhat
of
a
disappointmenti
jury uniformity laws be passed. said because "once he (the ting the total scrapping of the was evidently referring to the to Us on the firing line attemptself-arming organization.
The alternative, he indicated, Negro) is arrested he faces a jurys stem " he said
in
t
d
•
If
was growing disillusionment world almost as totally pre- "They deem it as irrevocably Meanwhile a clamor was on the local level."
with the jury system and a ludiced as it is totally white." corrupt," he continued. "They building in the nation's capitol Asked if he felt the move
have come to the conclusion, or a Personal Security Lass for
tendency among many
N.- He said that any new Congres- based upon bitter
Infringes on state's rights,
experience,lcivil rights workers.
groes to arm themselves for,
Flowers replied:
sional statute in the field of Jim, that Negroes can expect little
The United States Commission "This naturally
their own protection.
is an infringe
'Hee should suspend "the hi- more than lynch law justice
Dr. King did not specifylwildering and un-Democratic from Dixie juries. So they re- on Civil Rights, an independent ment on state's rights. It is
government agency, was to subsomething that should be — and
mit to the President and Conmust be — adjusted on the logress
recommendations
foci
rt
iguarante'zig the physica: se-, ictalislemvett!:aly'huepretoarthe
the local bar
curtly of citizens.
I associations ane local judiciary
The pressure for such a law to clean ,heir
own houses so
comes from the killing of se- that
federal legislation will not
veral civil rights workers in the
be necessarY "
South during the last year, two
•
of them in Klan-dominated
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Orange Mound
Youth Slashed
During Fracas

DRAWN EACH FRIDAY

R

EGet Free Cord Each Visit

Cleo Rayford, 20, of 2461
roes ave., was slashed severly in the stomach early last
Monday morning, and was confined to John Gaston hospital in,
serious condition.
Arrested later Monday after
he called police and told him he
was ready to give himself up
was Lawrence Humphrey, 24, of
693 Josephine.
Police said the victim and
his friends had been drinking,
in several places in the, area
and that Humphrey and Ray- ,
ford had an argument in the
Peacock cafe, and then stepped
!
outside to settle the matter.
A short while later, Rayford
came back inside bleeding profusely and holding parts of his,
intestines in his hand. Humphrey had vanished after the cut-I
ling.
Rayford was carried to the
in critical condition in
i Orange Mound Funeral
ome ambulance.
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Tress
Fashion
BRAND—World Famous

1••d••••!whew ••1•01‘Or•II

Did You Know

spital

Right Scene,
Wrong Act .
•

ORANGE, Tex. — (UPI) —
Bryan Oden. 49, walked into his
estranged wife's place of business, shot her fatally, then
fired one shot into his head,
killing himself. His wife, Aimiee, worked In a cafket company

TEETHING PAIN
New liquid OAA•JEL esfely ends
ine pain. Just apply, pain l'flies

Itecommongstd by many

pediatricians. works last.,
results guarant•ed or
Money back. Also available

le Jo.

•

.•

ora-jei

•
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OLD
CHARTER

• An estimated 5 million women in the United
States, already own wigs.
• Fashion Tress Wig{ can be beautifully
styled to be worn without bangs.'
• That you can do as much or more with
Fashion Tress Wig than your own hair.

•

A

A

a

• Fashion Tress Wigs weigh on the •ver•g•
less than five ounces and are light arid cool
to wear.

•

•

That a brunette can look like a nature
blonde in a Fashion Tress wig.

0

• You will hese so many hours to do the
things you want to do and you will always
be ready for that important occasion when
you wear a Fashion Tress Wig.
• Today owning a Fasgion Tress
come a new status symbol.

Wig

has be-

"PARISIENNE"—HAND WEFTED
BY FASHION TRESS

A

• 8" EUROPEAN HAIR 100%
• CHOICE OF COLOR
• CHOICE OF SIZE
• CHOICE OF STYLE
FOR ALL WINNERS

0

DRAWING:
• LIVE ON TV, CH. 5
• 1ST DRAWING DEC. 3RD
• 6:20 P.M. EACH FRIDAY
• 7 WINNING NUMBERS
WILL BE ANNOUNCED EACH
DRAWING—ON TV
• 3 MORE NUMBERS
DRAWN AT SAME TIME
WILL BE POSTED IN ALL
OUR STORES MONDAY
• FULL DETAILS AND RULES
IN STORES

0

0

A
•
A

WHY? A WIG!
Faskign Tress Wigs are creating dramatic
changes in the modern woman's day-to-day
life. They are the most important basic fashion accessories and beauty ads She can own
For a club meeting she can be a chic, spier/
brunette
for e formal ball, she may beau,
tifully prove that blondes do have more fun.
With a Fashion Tress vVig sh• achieves all
this as easily as a man selects his tie.

QUINTON R. FOWLER
A

Douthit•Carroll
—PONTIAC—
As AcNeri,sed In,,-

the radiates
Compliments Come easily
poise and confidence thee. slipping into It.,
latest coiffure. Best of all, her Fashion Tress
Wig gives her new found freedom from fear
of lest minute plans.

A

DISTRIBUTOR

OGL E
A

UNION

"A"Y
SUPPLY

193 PINE ST

361 Joibert Ave
or call
942-2756 or 272-3451

0
A
V

Plants
Address
Phone _

1011 UNION AV&

A

men to the nest.
• Thct most of the famed dress designers
have a wig or hairpiece specially styled for
every model showing their clothes.

•

are very much interested in your buying a
new or one owner used car
If by any chance, you ore thinking of purchasing a car, fill in form below and mail
immediately to

•

• Fashion Trees Inc is the world's largest wig
company and sold mnre human heir wigs
last year than any other wig company,
• The art of wig making is one of the most
carefully OrOtected and jealously guarded
skills in the world, passed on from one gas
*ration of Fashion Tress master wia crafts

Kentucky's Finest Bourbon

NOW WITH

0

• The Fashion Tress European feztor;es are
the largest and oldest in the world. They
,
employ ci;i4n 2,700 skilled craftsmen.

A
V

. the Bourbon that
didn't watch the clock!

*

0

$200

-
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A

WIN!"

*

JONES & ASSOCIATES

A

WINNERS

Newsman Barnett
Is Recovering

sec

a

One Is
Near
You

PRESENT: "WIGS GALORE"

Force Won't
Halt Rhodesia
Mess: Nabrit

considering legislation to makel
culprits, who struck the homests the case. He would only say , racial murder or assault a feCHARLOTTE, N.C. — The
deral crime
first lead In four racial bomb- of four of this city's top Negrol that his department's detective Solicitor General
Thurgood
I
division
was
cooperating
with
ings broke he r e as Assistant leaders Monday.
Marshall was to ask the Su.
FBI on the case.
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) —
Chief of Police Ernest C. Sel- Chief Selvey said the terror ,
'oreme Court to broad,an a ruling
vey disclosed that "some type could have been the work of the The Charlotte FBI office waslef 1950 that limited the enforce- , Dr. James M. Nabrit, Jr., deputight-lipped.
ty
U.S. Representative to t h e
ot dynamite" was used in the Ku Klux Klan. But then he deiment of the laws of the 1870
[United Nations, said he does
acts of terror.
murred, stating that the Klan Bob Walters, assistant special Civil Rights Law to "federally
mussed,
not believe Southern Rhodesia
area." agent in charge of the Charlotte created rights."
Chief Selvey could not explain "isn't very active in this
FBI office, said the FBI lab The Supreme Court was to be is a threat to international
peace and security.
how much dynamite was used According to the police offi- was examining evidence
in the asked to overturn the decisions
Substituting for ailing Am-,
or where it was obtained, bat cial, the bombing does not re case. Until that examination
of federal district judges who
is
said the evidence indicates the present a "new wave of ter- completed, his office
! dismissed Indictments brought bassador Arthur J. Goldberg al!
cannot
dynamiters and dynamite came nor" in Negro neighborhoods,.make a statement,
under laws against the alleged an .American Jewish Committee
he said.
'killers of three civil rights dinner, !!ahrit said the U. S.
from outside the Charlotte area. "Race relations are very, very,
hei
The
mysterious
pre
-dawn ex- workers in Mississippi and a does not believe the solution to
The city Police Department's good in o u r community,"
plosions smashed gaping holes Negro educator
the problem of Southern Rhoin Ga.
Wtective division Immediately said.
in
the
homes
of
the four Negro In neither case have the ac- desia "lies in the use of force."
joined the Federal Bureau of In- Selvey wasn't telling what
leaders, crumpled doors a n d eused been convicted in state
The government also does not
s•estigation in looking f r the leads his police department had
furniture like matchsticks, and courts.
feel that the UN should undertake
the "use of force in any!
sent
scattered
glass hurtling President Johnson has sought
FACES TESTS
like shrapnel.
legislation to control the Ku , situation, except as a last resort."
A service station operator a Klux Klan.
Nabrit accepted the American
mile from one of the homes a- A proposal to "make a
greed with Chief Selvey's view Federal crime of every mur- , Liberties medallion from Jacob!
that the bombing was accent der, assault, threat, or intimida- Blaustein, honorary president'
lion upon a Negro or Civii! of the Committee, on behalf of
nlished by dynamtte.
The explosions "shook my en- rights worker" was offered by ! Goldberg, who was ill with •
the Leadership Conference on a virus. Goldberg was honored
tire station," he said.
Civil Rights, representing the as a "champion of peace and
No injuries were caused by
major civil rights organizations. freedom for all."
chicago newsman Claude Ber- slowed down three years CEO the blasts set wit h precision -ndt, who was stricken with a when he suffered a broken arm ,quickeness during a driving rain.
mild heart attack last week,
FBI studied the debris
from a fall on the back steps 14,
continued to recover, officials
of his home. Although complete- C
‘hèrieyttet h peolieexePlosions
chief which
John
in Michael Reese Hospital re- ly recovered,
his health has not
port.
been the same, Mrs. Barnett Hord said appeared to'ha v e
The 76-year-old director and
been well organized and car
said.
founder of the Associated Neried out by a "team of prolesgro Press was to undergo week- The veteran newsman Is ex- sionals"
"
•
end tests to determine whether peeled to remain in the hospital
DAY OR NIGHT
to kill suts
a"
e
"rdheyK
'e
rellytrN'
the stroke which affected his for at least two more weeks erie
Alexander,
while
he
undergoes
further
RAIN OR SHINE
left side also caused any brain
president of the National Assodamage. Spinal tests uncoverciation
for
the
Advancement
of
nOthing unusual and sources
AUTO LIABILITY - FIRE • HOMEOWNERS
Colored People (N A A C
ay he is continually regaining
whose home was one of the
his speech.
HOSPITALIZATION TRIP LIFE INSURANCE
ones bombed.
Barnett was stricken at his of"It was an attempt at murfice at 3531 S. Parkway where
der " Alexander said. "If this
he was discovered by his secCALL
retary of 40 years, Mrs. Paul
had been a frame home, they
Jernigan.
would have killed my children
His wife, theatrical, TV and
The other ranch-style houses
radio figure Etta Moten Barwere owned by Alexander's bronett said he never lost conther Fred, the only Negro on
INSURANCE AGENCY
sciousness and was able to tell
the City Council. Dr. Reginald
accident
cardiac
how
the
her
Hawkins, a dentist and the most
occurred. She said his accm,nt
controversial local civil rights
Phone 942 3251
9468169
included a flash of dizziness
leader, a n d attorney Julius.
and the resultant collapse.
Chambers,
979
EAST McLEMORE
recently named a
were
Barnett's activities
U.S commissioner,
"When
got up, glass f el 11411110.
from my head and face," A.1-'
*.......+0144044000014.41
lit BAR
ford said. "It was all over me."'

272-3451
• smog eixeseoss pommy.gs pm,.611166, OLD Gaeta* MT.CO., LOU11•11111, KY,
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1965 PREP LEAGUE CHAMPIONS — Members of the 1965
City Chafe ;ion Nlanassas High school football team assembled for this photograph last week after defeating Melrose
High school for the Prep League Title of City Champions.
On first row, from left, are Clarence Brister, trainer; Charles Trigg, Alexander Dodson, Elton Ford, Alving Harrington, John Martin, Matt Sharp, Charlie Haylett, and Johnny

SPORTS
HORIZON

-.1". pi*

4.0-h

Fairs. On second row, same order, are James Sawyer, Sam
Evans, George White, Harold Potter, Charles Nelson, Wil.
bert Trigg, Willie Reeves, Elmer Orr, Sam Dykes, Larry
Dillard, Joseph Rogers, Nathaniel Burt and Kenneth Currie.
On third row, from eft, are Coach Johnnie Johnson, Ernest
Payne, Harold Gray, Melvin Barnes, Raymond Peters,
Ralph Turner, Eddie Moore, Sylvester Williams, Clarence

•
•
;2 1,941Sirt
:I.ri‘
Moore, Robert Anderson, Stanley Davis, Leroy Sherill and
backfield c o a c h Bennie Jennings. On back row,
from left, are Charles Marshall, Alzaphus Paine, Daniel
Alexander, James Blair, Herman Hawkins, Wesley Table,
Merril James, Nathaniel Cleaves, Freddie Herring, John
Curtis, Sammie Kimbell and Larry Williamson. Not shown

••••
414 4

are John N. Chester and line coach Edwdie Sook. The Manassas High school Tigers will meet the Carver High School
Blue Devils of Tupelo, Miss., on Friday night, Dec. 3, in the
annual Blues Bowl Game at Melrose stadium. The Blue Devils have a 10-0 record, while the Tigers have an 8•0•1 record. (Withers Photo)

TSU Comes From Behind To Defeat Ky. State 19 To 8

•

by EARL S. CLANTON III coach John A. Merritt's B 1 g protected their perfect
(8-0) sive effort' that I have ever his season against Central State two to take a 12 to 8 lead with
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Elijah Blue had to overhaul the Thoro- season's record.
seen this team give," Merritt college of Ohio (2-5) at Home- 14:57 remaining in the game.
Sossie came off the bench and hreds in close, hard-fought ball
"We started slow and Played said. "They were just great. coming on Thanksgiving Day.
DESPERATION PASS
engineered Tennessee State uni- games. The Merrittmen cashed
a good ball game," Merritt The entire defensive squad won Thorobred halfback Jim Jackversity's come-from-behind 19;two third-period Kentu y
Safety
Alvin Coleman put the
b- noted, "but we made mistakes. this ball game."
son thrilled the 4,000 partisan
to 8 victory over Kentucky St.;bles into quick touchdowns tat
is hard to expect a club that
fans by racing 25 yards for the game on ice by picking off a
college last Saturday afternoon iced Tennessee State's secfrmnd It
has f ou r starters injured to The Saturday victory was a game's first touchdown on the Robert Watkin's desperation
in UMNI stadium.
"must" win in order for the
straight Mid-Western A etic generate its usual offense.
first play after Mel Jones re- pass with just over a minutes
For the second year in a row,'Association gridiron title n d
'FINE DEFENSIVE EFFORT' Big Blue to keep their chances covered an Elddidge Dickey left in the game. Coleman ilckBy BILL L1114
ed off the pigskin on the Ken"Dickey couldn't maneuver on going for a bid to the NCAA fumble on Tennessee's 25.
tucky 30 and raced down to
MANASSAS FACES TUPELO 'White, Manassas, both with 30.
that leg, and Robinson was go- sponsored Grantland Rice Bowl.
TRAILING
AT
HALF
the 10 before being bumped out
ing only at half'speed. At that, Just one game a way from
The Manassas Tigers get back GRAMBLIN.G TAKES TITLE
he caught the first touchdown what may be his first undefeat- Quarterback Carl Wade hit of bounds.
most
This
unpreafter'
a
has
been
week
this
gridiron
the
to
Louis Foster for a two-point odBtohweenballtoS Tuckertriv
pass," Merritt analyzed.
ill twoin
and the
eed season in 13 years in the col- conversion
taking off last week to rest dictable year in the Southwestwith 9:40 left in the
"This
three
was
the
finest
defenlege
circles,
gruelConference
Athletic
e
a
r
n
with
completion
of
Merritt
will
close first period.
from the
'plays. Then Bowen picked up
I og nine-game campaign that upsets the role more so than
Behind an injury-weakened his second touchdown for the afEARL S. CANTON, III
son, is a good dribbler, and SUGAR BOWL
wag culminated with that excit- the exception. However, Eddie
offense,
the
Big
Blues
pushed ternoon. Roy Meneese booted
ing Prep League championship,Robinson's Grambling Tigers, NASHVILLE — In just a little posseses good deceptive speed
within range twice but failed to the first extra point of the af,
•
•
triumph over Melrose. Now the;victims themselves ot the u13- over 17 days, Tennessee State according to coach Miller.
score before intermission.
ternoon.
Tigers are preparing to meet set trend w hen lowly Texas basketball coach Harold Hunt- Webster is a 6' 7" forward
Trailing 0 to 8 in the third "Fletcher Smith is the finest
another tough foe in undefeated Southern shocked them three er will unveil his 1965-66 basket- from Washington,,D. C. and if
quarteg, Fletcher Smith recov- athlete on the team," Coach
Tupelo, North Mississippi king- I weeks ago, defeated Southern ball team in Kean's "Little he makes the starting five will
ered Leon Cegar'k fumble on Merritt praised. He is capable
pins, in the Blues Bowl next 34-14 last Saturday for the chum- Garden" against the Chicago- also be the youngest ball playTennessee's 49 a n d raced to of making the big play, and tie&
based Jamaco Saints. With nn. er on the entire club. The tall
Friday night at Melrose Sta- pionship,
Kentucky's 19. In - two plays, is what he did this aftern0011111.'
Webster is only 18 years old.
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) — the Sugar Bowl,
dium.
T h e Jaguars, Grambling's ening day looming, coach HuntBossie hit Johnnie Robinson for, SCORES BY QUARTERS
The Little S i x Conference state rivals, were in contention'er is still looking for his start- Another forward, 6' 5" Bruce Sugar Bowl officials, mindful Officals of the
Tennessee
0 —0— 6 — 13
Sugar Bowl the touchdown.
champs figure to be a tough until the Ruston based Tigersling five from a group of talent- ,Fowler possesses the best shoot- that the bowl-bound Missouri apparently were thinking
8 —0 — 0 — 0
of the After the kickoff, Smith recov- Kentucky
ed basketball artists, both vet- 1 ing eye of the neophyte trio football has Negro
hurdle for Manassas, coming in- overpowered Southern.
players, storm caused last January ered another
and is a home-grown product. called on this deep South
fumble on KenSTATISTICS
city when Negro players of the
to the December 3 battle own- Southern came into the game erans and sophomores.
tucky's first play from scrimFowler comes from Paris, Ten- to welcome all visiting fans
Ky,
Term.
for American • Football
ing a 27-0 whitewashing over with a 50 points per game scor- Assistant coach Richard MilLeague make on the 20 within the clos- First downs
nessee and was first spotted the New'Year's Day classic.
12
7
Booker T. Washington. Manas-,ing average after encounters ler confessed, "We have good
balked at playing in the AFL ing minutes of the third frame. Yards rushing
by coach Hunter when he play103
25
Missouri, which has six Ne- star game here.
ass scored on an intercepted with Tennessee State, Wiley and team speed. This season our ed
in
the
In
seven
State
plays, leading ground Yards passing
High School gro players, has
199
71
pass in the last 30 seconds to: Florida A & M on successive fast break offense will rely tournament in
accepted an in- The players claimed they had
Kean's "Little vitation to
gainer Gene Bowen, whose 50 Passes
7 '21
9'23
play in the Sugar been mistreated and discrimiupend the Warriors, 7-0.
Saturdays. Southern had been more on the double Post which Garden."
yards
in 21 carries w a s the,Had intercepted
'1
3
put additional rebounding
Bowl. The other team has not nated against by taxi cab driv.
Tupelo was chosen after sev- able to heat only Wiley during will
game high, dove over from the Fumbles lost
4 26.1 8 27.6
Our guards and forwards yet been selected, but Florida era and
strength under our offensive
refused service at several endeavors to sign one of the wild spree. Coach B o b board."
are all very quick this year," is expected to be the Tigers' eral
night clubs in the French
the better area teams and in Smith probably wonder whether, „ erans
McArthur Roberts explained Miller. "This team opponent.
quarter.
•
other parts of the state failed the pro-type offense is the best. Obie Snyder
with
its
Wat.
overall
speed
resemble
and
Henry
A.
Theo
Maumus,
Sugar
Bowl
Last New Year's Day the
to materialize. CBHS, Whitehav- attack, and perhaps Southern'..ns
the 107.59 Whiz Kids who won president, told a news luncheon
xi
starters.
should
return
as
University of Syracuse, which
en and Kingsport Dobyns Ben- will be a three yards a try and however,
.
sophomores Phillip three NAIA national champion- "It is essential that all of the ;had Negro players,
played
nett decided to end their sea- a cloud of. dust team next year. Scott Aaron Webster
ship tournaments."
Bruce
and
representatives
of
the
two
cornagainst Louisana State Lniver•
'
sons with the last regular sche- Only Wiley failed to register a Fowler,
played
freshman
peting
ball
After
the
institutions
Jamaco
Saints
feel
optheyIsity
in the Sugar Bowl without
this last year
doled games. CB} is e one •
and are
.
strong eon- ener, coach Hunter's charges l itre honoring us by playing in ' incident
.
exception, the Brothers played season. Grambling plays L n- tenders for positions on the
will
begin
a
road
trip
that
will
South Side in Blind Benefit'coin in New Orleans in a Pm-t- starting five," Miller explained, have them
playing eight games
Game. All three teams have season game to close out the Guard Scott, a 5' 7" ball hand-;befor
e returning to their home
predominantly all-white ros- year. Arkansas AM&N added toler who was the freshman court Jan. 7 against
the Polish
the woes of Wiley when they'
ters.
team
'
s top assist man last sea- Nationals.
blasted the Texans 57 to 7 in
TIE WITH 54 POINTS
Charles Trigg's three touch- Pine Bluff last Saturday.
COREY PACES TEAM
down receptions against Melrose in the title game enabled The Bluff City Junior High
the Manassas senior end to tie all-Memphis team followed the
Ricky Tate of the Golden Wild- same pattern as the final stand cats. for the Prep League scor- togs as the Corry Eagles, leaFour Door Sedan, Radio,
ing championship with 54 points gue champs, placed five play.
Heater, V-8, Automatic Transeach. Trigg and Tate, the elu- ers on the all-star team. Only
mission, Air Cond
sive halfback who kept Melrose Douglass and Porter contested
in contention when its offense Corry for honors on the dream
bogged down, scored nine touch- t e a m, Douglass placing four
and Porter, runner-up in t h e
downs each.
Carver's La r ry Stevenson, league race, nailed down the
who ran two kickoffs back for remaining two positions.
Two Door Haul Top, Radio,
touchdowns, was third with 42 A full slate of game launch
Heater, V-8, Stick Shift
tallies. He was followed by Cur- the Prep League cage season
tis Broome 34, Manassas, Fred Monday night. Douglass travels
Alexander, Lester, and George to Manassas, Melrose hosts Bertrand, Lester is at Hamilton.
and Carver, defending champ,
Four Door Sedan, V-8, Radio,
opens with Washington at
home.
Heater, Air Cond
Alexander Gordon got out his first edi-
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TSU Basketball Season
Will Begin On Dec. 4

Grid Classic Fans Urged

To Welcome Negro Players

Volume Makes The
Difference

BUY YOUR 1966 FORD
FROM

Prep League
Final Standings
FINAL STANDINGS

Team
Manassas
Melrose
Douglass
Carver
Lester
Bertrand
Washington
Hamilton
Manassas
Melrose
Douglass
Carver
Lester
Washington
Bertrand
Hamilton

Blinky Recuperating

HULL DOBBS CO.

I

LEWISBURG, Pa. — (UPI)
League — Frank (Slinky) Palermo,1
W. I.. T. Pts. 6o, former Philadelphia boxing
6 0 1 13 manager, is recuperating in
6 1 0 12 the hospital of the federal
4 2 1 9 penitentiary here from a mild;
heart attack,, prison officials'
3 4 0 6
confirmed.
2 4 1 5
He is serving a 15-year term
2 5 0 4 for extortion,
His illness first was reveal2 50 4
1 6 1 3 ed in federal court in Phila
delphia when he failed to apAll Games
pear to answer charges that he,
80 1 17 owed the government 811.0001
8 1 o 16 in taxes. His attorney reported
43 1 9 his illness to the court.
3 5 0 6
Prison officials
confirmed
25 2 6 that Palermo suffered what'
26 o 4 was described as a "mild at2 7 O 4 tack" on Sept. 20, and that he
1 6 1 3 has been in the hospital since.

WORLD'S LARGEST
FORD
DEALERS
THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
TO BUY YOUR CAR

115 South Third St.
Ph

526-8871

Al
USED CARS.
1963 Ford Galaxie

Which was first
to make headlines
in England:
The London Times
or Gordon's?

s1095

1964 Ford

$1795

1964 Chevrolet

$1595

tion 9 years before the Times.In 1769,to
be precise. The delicately
flavoured, delectably dry
gin that made headlines
then, is still big news in
—
England. It's still big----'-.
there. And
here. In fact, world-

gest seller
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1964 Falcon
Four Door, Radio,
Heater
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$1195
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BANK FINANCING

wide. Why not indulge II yourselfin the pleasures
of a proper 18th-cen- , Di tue
tury English day? If • L°11"11
GINDirf
you missed the Londoci . crrit:--Wr4
Times this morning,
‘ _4_
there's still time for
Gordon's tonight.

HULL DOBBS
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THIRD & GAYOSO AVE.
PH. JA 6-8871
OPEN NIGHTS

S

EAST-5014 POPLAR (Al MENDENHAl L)
MIDTOWN---1620 MADISON
This Selection Of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help Make
Things Easy For Mothers Who Have ChildreA
In School Shop Montesi Today

SWIFT'S PREMIUM
AND THE GIRLS RAVED, TOO! .• . Nashville music critics and the capacity audience at Tennessee State University
were captivated by the superb quality of the De Paur Chorus
which sang there last week. The 26-voice chorus, with Leonard de Paur conducting, drew top superlatives from such
patrons of the art as Louis Nicholas, voice teacher at Peabody College and music critic for the Nashville Tennesseean.
At the reception which followed the concert, lovely Tennes-

see State co-ed leaders, the presidents of halls of residence
for women, were among the hundreds seeking Conductor
de Paur's autograph. Shows with him are, from left, Misses
Myra Gunton of Jacksonville. Fla., freshman, president of
the Women's Residence Center for freshmen; Anna Kinnard
of Franklin, Tenn., senior, Nankai Hall; Carolyn Granberr)
of Stanton, Tenn., sophomore, Hale Hall; and Regina Scott
of Gary, Ind., senior, Wilson Hall. (JOE ZINN PHOTO)
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The effort to instill in the
Mrs. Womack brought with
minds of parents and students her the president and vice presthe full meaning of education, ident of the "Future Teachers
and the hope that it gives to the of America", Paula Brandy and
individual, the family and the Patricia Robins.
community, has been brought The elementary students preAK to bear, as West Side High (for- sented "The
Tortoise and the
merly Stigall), and Stigall Ele- Hare." "Mrs. Good Habits VisISLAND, S. C., — one morning when Stewart calmentary observed annual "Na- its the School", was the title of PARRIS
Two
brothers in re- led him into his office and be(UPI)
—
tional Education Week" with the skit depicting good and bad
questioning him on his orgreat enthusiasm.
traits of boys and girls. The cruit training at" this famed gan
Visitors were welcomed West Side band, directed by. Marine Corps base accused a ders.
throughout the building from 9)Glen Walden, furnished music.
drill instructor late Monday of The 17-year-old recruit said
A.M. until 3 P.M. to visit classVISITOR
striking them for forgetting or- he missed some of the quesrooms, listen to class activities,
Mrs. Susan Clark, mother ofl ders and brushing away a sand tions.
and see the colorful exhibits
prepared by students. -Each day Mrs. A. P. Nunn and Principal]flea.
Clark, is visiting her chilJoe
•
"I stood there at attention for
topics were presented either by
lecture, discussion, skit or films. dren. She is a resident of Fay- The testimony came at t h e a little while. He told me': "You
On Wednesday night the Sti- etville, Tenn., and will spend start of a general court min.- know, you could go before the,
captain for this." I said, 'Yes
gall Teachers Association spon- some time with Mrs. Dorothy
tial against Sgt. Ronald A. Ste- sir.'"
sored a public program, at Taylor, a daughter in Ripley
Negro
from
wart.
a
24-year-old
and
James
Clark,
another
son
which time Rev. L. T. Purham,
Parkersburg, Pa., who earned Granger said Stewart then
Pastor of Lane Chapel CME in Jackson,
suggestions.
Church, as guest speaker, cen- The friends and well-wishers a good conduct medal before be- asked if he had any
tered his message around the of Mrs. Loudocia Donelson are coming a DI more than a year "I told him, I have no sugpraying for her recovery. She ago.
theme, "Invest in Learning".
gestions, sir."
As a special feature for the has been confined in St. Mary's Pvt. Richard Granger, 19. of
evening, principal Nunn pre- Hospital for some time followGranger said the drill in
•
rails,ce
au.,.
sented plaques to two members ing an accident at which time
structor slapped h i m in the
platoon
was
his
marching
with
of the faculty, C. C. Moody and she and her brother Troy Lacey
the
from lunch when he scratched face and punched him in
C. H. Williams, for their were both hurt.
until he fell to his
stomach
from
his
neck.
achievemants in the area of ed- Mrs. Lacey is back at work a sand flea
knees. He said he was beaten
ucation, and commended both and doing fine.
When the platoon reached its for five minutes.
William Baskerville is run- barracks, Granger said, S t e•
or their accomplishments.
ning for alderman of this
Both brothers testified that
COUNSELLOR SPEAKS
wart called him to the center
The week's observance was city, but he can't win without of a room
,Stewart punched them in the
Punched
him
and
- climaxed with the high school help. He is an insurance agent twice with his fists in the sto- stomach for failing to hold their'
presenting Mrs. Mary L. Wo- and a mortician, and he is not
files in the correct position.
slapped his face.
mack, guidance counselor of seeking to bury you — just ask- mach and
court martial
Merry High of Jackson, who in- ing for your vote.
Granger quoted the drill in- The six-man
We need a Negro on that structor as saying, ''You won't board agreed to try Stewart and
spired much thought as she
spoke to the students on the board and he is certainly quali- do it again, will you? Now git." Cpl. Jerry W. Nelson, 22, of
Alva, Ky., separately. Nelson
part the family plays in the fied. Dont' hide your head in
learning process. William Hess the sand — vote for William Granger's 17-year-old broth- also accused of mistreating re
was master of ceremonies and Baskerville. You will be glad er, James, testified that he was eruits, will be tried after Stethe high school glee club, under you did. It may open the ave- walking guard duty at 1:30 A.M., wart's case is decided.
Mrs. Frances Givens, rendered nues for you or some of your

Woman Publisher
Gets An Assist
LEXINGTON, Miss. — (UPI) a woman who has had to strug— Mrs. Hazel Brannon Smith, to like the rest of us," Dr. Malwhose moderate racial views lory said.
41
,
brought, her the Pulitzer Prize She said Mrs. Smith "is not
and reduced profits of her week- far me, is not for you; she is
ly newspaper, w a s presented for right."
$2,852 raised by local Negroes
to keep her paper going.

IN

Finest quality name brand wigs including the famous Merriwig from
France. Individually styled and fitted
for you. No money down, small monthly
payment. Let our experienced stylist
give you all the facts before you decide.

gAUMAN WIG GALLERY

LUCKY LEAF

APPLE JUICE
KRAFT

GRAPE
JELLY"

SWEET
POTATOES
30 Oz. Can

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchas•, excluding volu• of
coupon merchandise (ir•sh milk products and tebecc• oft. exclud•d in compliance with state law). On• coupon per customer.
Coupon expir•t Midnight Wednesday Dec. I.

"Mrs. Smith, who has kept up
da a running battle with the Ku
W'Klux Klan and Citizens Council
and often with county official
over treatment of Negroes. won
the Pulitzer Prize in 1964.
The prize was awarded for
"steadfast adherence to h a r
editorial duties in the face of
great pressure and opposition."

"This story reduced her from
a woman of almost wealth to

TUNA

23'

"Can you imagine this county without the Lexington Advertiser and Hazel Brannon Smith?
asked Saints President Dr. Arenia C. Mallory. "Your eyes
would be put out."

Dr. Mallory told the crowd
of Negroes of Mrs. Smith's
first battle in an editorial written 11 years ago criticizing the
local sheriff for shooting a Nem
,r,ro boy in the leg

DEL MONTE

GEORGIA BOY

The gift was presented at cereremonies at Saints Junior College by Negroes who went
through this rural area collecting dollars and quarters to help
the crusading editor.

Her editorial crusading has
resulted in a boycott by all local advertisers in h e r paper
here and in the three other
weeklies she owns in Mlssissi-

9

Don't be a "Scrooge." Let the Smirnoff flow freely. No other liquor makes so
Many delicious party drinks. Or makes them so wonderfully well. It's also a great
gift idea. Why wonder which whiskey to give when you know the right vodka!

Always askfor

flltJfl()

ft leaves you breathless*
VODKA
---

Po AND 100 PROOF. DISTILLED FROM GRAIN STE. P11551 bHIRNOFF FLS (DIVISION OF HEUBLEIN), HARTFORD, CONN.,

-
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Oates Manor Senior
Y-Teen Club News

TRENTON
NEWS

ATLANTA — (NP1) — Show.
stopping Jackie Wilson h9adlined a giant package show put
on by Supersonic Attractions
last Wednesday. Backing the Hi gang! Sit hack and relax
singer were Jerry Butler, the and let us, your reporters
Impressions, Gene Chandler, Bettye Richmond and Juanita
Major Lance, and Gladys Lewis, bring you the latest
Knight and the Pips.
news around the Oates Manor
Senior Y-Teen club.
The club officers are Emma
Wesson, president; Mattie
Lloyd, vice president; Betty

Buy Bonds

midsoluth
Glass co.
INCORPORATED

1852 So. Bellevue

Ph 948-6624

GENERAL
HOME SERVICE
61'. 6 on

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1%5

.••••••••.••••••••••

-

Anthony, secretary; Gayle
Phillips, assistant secretary;
Janis Haskins, treasurer; Juanita Lewis, chaplain, Margaret
Vanezart, parliamentarian, and
Mrs. Gracie Lewis, advisor.
SPOTLIGHTS
This week's spotlight falls on
a mighty charming young lady,
Emma Wesson, who lives with
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. C.
W. Wesson at 719-B Marble.
She is a member of the Firetone Church of Christ, where
he serves as a Sunday School
teacher.
Miss Wesson is a senior at
Manassas High school and
president of the Oates Manor
Senior Y-Teen club.
ALL-MEMPHIS JUNIOR HIGH — Shown above is the 1965
SPECIAL EVENTS
All-Memphis Junior High team. Bottom row (left to right)
A pre-Halloween hop was
Laverne Nolan, Douglass, Rayborn Eason, Corry, Roy
given on Oct. 21,. and prizes
Richardson, Corry, James Rockett, Douglass, Zavier Ware,
awarded to the best James
Brown performers. The winHamilton; Lee Vester Ander.
ners were Earnest Garrett and
son, Porter; Charley Jackson
Dorothy Ellis.
and Barry Somerville, Corry.
Others attending the affair
Tackles — Richard Redmond,
were Walter Lewis, Bettye
Douglass; Marvin Smith, HamRichmond, James Brown, Aniilton; and Roosevelt Gordon,
ta Cannon, Chester Sanders,
Porter.
namwere
players
Seventeen
Carolyn Cunningham, Annie
Backs — George Wooten and
honorable mentions on
as
ed
Hailey, Geraldine Richmond,
Raymond Brooks, Corry; Leroy
High All.
Junior
Bluff
City
the
Howard Scott, Vanella JohnNorfleet, Porter; Walter Lee,
son, Willie Morris, Billy Wyatt, Memphis Team.
Douglass; Ike White, Jr., Ham- Memphis fans will get to see
Corynn Cannon and Anthony They are: Ends — Marcellus ilton; Ilarvey Britton, Porter. the 1965 edition of LeMoyne
Tisdale, Corry; Eddie Gate- The members of the first
Bell.
wood, Hamilton; Tommy Mo- team are shown in a picture in college's Magicians in action
SPORTS EVENT
Our mighty, victorious volley ton, Douglass; Christopher Ow- the sports section of this paper. next week when they open
ball team played Douglas and ens, Manassas.
against the Lane college Dragwon by a score of 15 to 3. Guards — James Cartwright,
ons of Jackson, Tenn., on Wednesday, Dec.1, in Bruce Hall.

Seventeen Named
To Bluff City's
Jr. All-Memphis

They'll get another look at
Coach Jerry Johnson's charges
CLARKTON, N.C. — (NPI) during the same week when the
— Funeral services for Mrs. LeMoynites go against a tough
Annie Belle Lowery Spaulding, Alumni outfit on the night of
100, were held at the Rehoboth Dec. 4.
AME Zion Church near WhiteFisk university Bulldogs of
ville, N.C.
Mrs. Spaulding died at the Nashville, Tenn. will face Lehome of her daughter, Miss Moyne in Bruce Hall, Dec. 10,
Hattie Jane Spaulding, Clark- and the Clark college Panthers
ton, with whom she resided. In- of Atlanta, Ga. are due here
terment was in the Mitchell Dec. 13 to take on the Memphians.
Cemetery.

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966
Flaor Modes Reduced
s100"

We just received a big shipment of the latest style
suits in one and two buttons.
! shaped lapels in the finest
Sharkskin, 100'. Wool, Wool
and Mohair and blends in fantastic new colors- Iridescent,
maroon, blue, black, green &
many other colors. Also high
collar shirts in all colors. and
collars, tab and button down
and conventional.

UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL
Open Nifes 'Ti! 9 i 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3-1 1 71{2 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-4611

Magicians Face Lane wthmtresr.
In Season's Opener

Rites Held For
Mrs. Spaulding

GO! GO! CONTINENTAL
IN YOUR FASHION
WARDROBE
FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

Mr Thomas Johnson, a native of Gibson County, met a
tragic death Nov. 13, in St. S
Louis. His mother, Mrs. Virginia Brown, left for St. Louis
the following day to make neces. nary arrangements for the body
to be brought back to Trenton
for burial.
Jim Wright remains in Madison County General hospital, and
Mrs. Elizabeth Wade has been
released and is recuperating at
home on East ThIrd street
George L. Thomas remains a
patient in the home of h i s
daughter a n d son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Russell.
M r s. Evelyn Marsh Clark
was home for the weekend from
Douglass, Charles Sanders, Porter, and Earnest Moss, Tennessee State university, and
Corry. Standing — (left to right) Roy Brown, Douglass,
Mrs. Eva Moore of Milwaukee
Billy Richmond, Corry, Tony Spates, Porter, and Jerome
has arrived in the city for a
Scales, Corry.
business trip.
Returning to Trenton f r 0
Benton Harbor, Mich. is Taylor
J. Elder. He will spend t h e

Mr. Prince (Gabe)

Kirby
CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

Charge Account

Woffat /MKS Mt/ YOU
oft I&&&&&&NTIAL
Si 601(1

MEN'S SHOP
126 on Famous Beale St.

Ph. 525.5401

44
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH

The LeMoyne mentor is high
on his freshman crew of nine;
Samuel Bachelor, 6-3 forward
from Cincinnati, Ohio; Richard
Davis, 6-2 All-Cincinnati guard;
Richard Thompson, 6-3 forward
from New York City; William

REPOS.
1963 CHEV. 9-passenger wagon, Air and power
1963 CORVETTE Convertible. Double Sharp
1965 CORVETTE Convertible. Like New
1962 IMPALA 4 Dr. Automatic. One owner
1962 IMPALA Spt. Cpe., Power, It's new
1962 T-BIRD Air and power. Like new
1961 FORD 4-dr. Galaxie. Air and power
1961 IMPALA Spt. Cpe. Red beauty
1961 IMPALA Convertible
1960 IMPALA 4-dr. H.T. Powcr. Extra sharp
1960 PONTIAC Bonneville 4.dr. WT. Full power
1959 FORD 2 dr. Ready to go. Nice
1953 CHEVROLET4 dr. A reoi nice car

NO MONEY DOWN
ASSUME BALANCE
BALANCE

NOTES

s1733
s2266
$3497
$1080
$1483
$1771
$/93
'1091
$935
$880
s898
$492
s259

$6511
58514
$9999
$4511
s6276
$7495
$3355
54611
53957
54815
s4916
54710
52510

A

AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY
COLLISION
Hard to Place
for Driver
Who Lost Their
License
Low Rate for
Under Age
Driver's
SR 22 Filing
MONTHI.v
TERMS

SOMERVILLE
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO
SERVEYOU!!
CALL OR COME BY TODAY
4OAAA4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJA

For SaleMisc.

Special Services

Bathtub

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.

Help Wanted

FRESHMEN

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664

Classified Ads..."

for irate. Call275-3972
SU COMING
la CHURCH PRWIL a rr. LONG.
$10 per pew.
397-1201
A major contest will throw
SMALL ()FRIGHT PIANO
the Magicians against the na- zxtria in.. win deliver. 8100. 278-2154
tionally ranked Southern University five from Baton Ronge,
PRINTERS WAN'l ED
La., Jan. 1, on the LeMoyne
court.
(Male and Female)
pe
operators,
Just what the Magicians have
proofto offer remains to be seen. reaciers and Doormen. Only exThere are only three varsity perienced personnel should apmen on the squad: Capt. James ply. Waite, Personnel Dept. c-o
S.
Sandridge, a junior guard; Geo. Chicago Defend?r, 2400
Fed, sophomore center and Michigan Ave., Chicago ,,CAIR
forward, and Franklin Shelton,
a junior forward. Each of these
is a capable performer.

Coach Johnson can also draw
;from Willie Parks, sonhomore
'guard; Thomas Harding, junior
center; Ronald Hooks, sophomore forward, and Calvin Todd,
a 6-5 sophomore forwrd.

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET

hW
erie
llie B. Barnett is
her daughter, Mrs. Willie
,B, try, of Alamo, Tennessee.
I While Mr
and Mrs. James
Holder have moved into their
new home on East Huntingdon
st., Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Carnes
Meggett, 5 II All-Manhattan are nearing
completion of the
guard from Net., York City; extensive repairs being done to
Warnsby Stegall, 5-11 guard their home at 307 E. Huntingfrom Father Bertrand, Mem- don.
phis; Leon Mitchell, 6-2 All- Chester Fielder of Chicago, a
Regional guard from Caple- relative of Sam Ward, worshipville High; William Hayes, 6-6 ed with the Martin
Tabernacle
All-State forward from Louis- Church last Sunday. The
church
ville, Ky.; Willie Taylor, 6-7 will celebrate its
Homecoming
center from Byhalia, Miss., and day, Dec, 14. Dr. 0.
W. Boush
Bobby Todd, 6-4 forward from is the director
assisted by Bro.
Father Bertrand, Memphis,
Tom Howard.

siting

Tree Planted In
Memory Of Mrs.
Countess Peyton
The Leath School principal,
faculty and students planted a
tree on Arhor Day in commemoration of one of its former
teachers, Mrs. Countess Peyton.
who taught at Leath School
18 years prior to her death 1/1
March, 1963.
Mrs. Peyton was very cooperative and sincere about her
school work and was loved and
idolized by her students, friends
and co-workers. She was the devoted wife of Arthur Peyton, a
sixth grade teacher at Klondike
School, and sister of Mrs. Jewel
Speight.

Lena Debuts As Author
PHILADELPHIA — (NRI) —
Glamorous a n d still beautiful
Lena Horne, singer turned author, wowed a crowd of 2,000
w h o attended an author's
luncheon hailing her first literary affort, "Lena." The hook,
written in collaboration with
Richard Schickel, grew out of
an article in a national magazine.

NOTICE

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL (IS BEFORE YOU Afar
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
Wigs 100og, Human Orie..tal Hair IIR
Handmade. Value at 9180, our price
$90. Machine made, value at $90 Low
aa 545. Cash and Layway plan. Ag...t.
Wanted, Hudson Barbee Import & expoet. 5108 Horn Lake Rd., Hemphill.
Tenn.
Ph. 398-1068.

Salesm,
n
aid
sale,, wom.in
wanted to sell ,"tail advertistg in the MempLi.
We pay 25 der cent ard 30
per cent cortract ccmmission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 Soillz Wellington Street
11e/uphill, Tenn.
PACT TIME MAID
Cal! After 5:20 P.M.
JIM, 275 VA

Buy U. S.

Bonds

THAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

NA
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 176 IIIAL STRUT JA 64300
.
LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162.1644H SEALE
ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

Buy U.S. Bonds

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

INSURANCE
AGENCY

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

OPEN NIGHTS
4145-5755

YOUR NAME

257 SOUTH
PARKWAY W.

6

Mother's name

Address
Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis. Tennesee

